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From the EditoR’’s Desk

I

t is an innate and an inalienable human right for a person
to be raised and live in peace and dignity. Especially
children deserve to be raised with lots of love, affection
and attention. Despite this natural gift of God however, it is
vividly witnessed that discrepancies of this basic right are
amply demonstrated in the horrifying day-to-day life in this
world.
This edition’s main story revolves around the lives of children,
who were not fortunate enough to enjoy the warmth and love
of their birth parents, the reason being their “brown”skin color.
A recently-released documentary film, entitled “Brown
Babies: The Mischlingskinder Story”, has revealed
heartbreaking stories of thousands of children born to German
women and African-American soldiers (GIs) in post-World
War Germany and were put up for adoption due to social
pressure. The Executive Producer of this award-winning
documentary and one of the six “brown babies”, who shared
their stories in the film are guests of Fahari Films column.
Fahari History will bring you an African-American’s effort
and his decades’-long truth-seeking journey to research the
original history of Africa and expose attempts by “the powers”
to deliberately bury the history and culture of Africa, as well
as the pride of peoples of African ancestry by distorting the
dynamic accomplishment of ancient Africans.
Fahari’s Your Inspirational Vitamin columnist,Master
Transformation Expert and Motivational Speaker Cheryl Wood
shall uplift everyone’s spirit through her usual motivational
note.
Fahari Business & Art column introduces you with a sister
with exceptional business acumen, while the beauty of
costume jewelry will be discussed in our Fahari Fashion
column. Furthermore,carried in this edition will be the varied
cultural, historical and traditional topics that will intimate and
enlighten our readers in an engaging manner.

Attire: Hand-woven Tibeb with shiffon by
Paradise Fashion Ethiopia
Jewelry: Elegant Jewels by Addie
Make-up: Tonya Taylor

Expressing our ardent wish to see all the children of Mother
Africa around the globe shine in their true history and culture
and continue to lead humanity as the beacon of peace and
love forever, I, on behalf of Fahari Magazine’s Editorial
team, contributors and collaborators invite you to this Spring/
Summer 2012 edition. Thank you.

Hat: G. Foster
Courtesy: Natural Pictures Studios

Helina Teferra Mekonnen
Editor-in-Chief
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FAHARI QUIPS
& TIPS

YOUR

INSPIRATIONAL

VITAMIN:

S

uccess

is

non-existent

without sacriﬁce. As you

travel

the

road

to

pursue

your dreams, the sacriﬁce will
sometimes be so great and
so frequent that you might
ask yourself, “Why am I doing
this?”. Stay focused on the
destination

more

than

the

success. Do not stop pushing,
moving or ﬁghting for what
you want to achieve. Re-shift
your

thinking

and

reafﬁrm

your ability to create solutions
to the challenges. Conﬁrm
within that you are bold
enough, resourceful enough
and courageous enough to

Heartfelt Sympathies for the
loss of our Star Artists

S

adly and regrettably, the end of year 2011
and beginning of 2012 have passed as
time of sorrow as a result of the great loss
of some of our pioneering icons in the field
of art and aesthetics. The Editorial Board of
Fahari Magazine express the deep loss of
these acclaimed artists and extends heartfelt
condolences to the families of our artists,
followed by very brief stories of the deceased
below:
Cesaria Evora, acclaimed Cape Verdean
singer, who brought the music of the tiny
Cape Verde islands to a worldwide audience
died on December 17, 2011. She was
famous for singing blues-influenced music
and Portuguese Creole songs of her native
country. Born in Mindelo, Cape Verde Cape Verdean singer Cesaria Evora
Cesaria Evora began singing in her mid- Courtesy: www.washingtonpost.com
teens. Her music style is known as morna,
slow, pensive ballads with an underlying
lilt, suffused with sodade, the Cape Verdean Creole term for nostalgic
longing. In her debut album“La Diva Aux Pieds Nus (The Barefoot Diva),
released in 1988 Evora sang morna coladeira with Caribbean, Brazilian
and European pop. It was after the release of her second album Mar Azul
(Blue Ocean) in 1991 that Evora’s music began to reach a broader audience.
Evora was winner of four Kora Awards (Pan African prize) and also won
the Grammy Award for “Best Contemporary World Music Album” in
2003. As a gesture of solidarity of poor women in her country, Cesaria
always performed bare feet, the reason she is known as “The Barefoot
Diva”.

endure and get your
big dream. Reward
only comes to
those

who

sacriﬁce

and

persist without
letup!

Cheryl M. Wood
Motivational Speaker, Author & Coach
www.CherylWoodEmpowers.com
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Donald Cornelius,
Creator of Soul Train TV show

In another news, Donald Cortez
“Don”Cornelius, the creator and host
of “Soul Train”, the groundbreaking
music show in the U.S. died on
February 1, 2012. Cornelius was born
in Chicago on September 27,1936.
After completing high school in
1954 he joined the United States
Marine Corps and served 18 months
in Korea. Known for his majestic
voice, Cornelius has worked as an
announcer, news reporter and disc
jockey on Chicago’s WVON News
Station and WCIU-TV in 1966 and
1967, respectively. A few years later,
he launched “Soul Train” the first
and longest-running nationally-

syndicated program on WCIU-TV.
The program, one of the pace-setters
in pop and dance music, was aired as
a daily local show from 1971-2006.
The program was hosted by Cornelius
himself until he stepped away in 1993,
but remained as its executive producer
and expanded the brand into an annual
awards show. “Soul Train” featured stars
such as James Brown, Aretha Franklin,
Marvin Gaye, Barry White and more.

Sudanese
singer/musician
Osman
Hassan Wardi passed away in Khartoum
in February 2012. Born on July 19, 1932
in Swarda, Northern Sudan Wardi grew
up in a culturally-rich environment,
which helped him to develop an interest

On February 11, 2012 we lost Whitney
Elisabeth Houston, the most awarded
female recording artist of all time.
Born in Newark, New Jersey in 1963

Ethiopian culture where sexual matters
are to be repressed.
“Sebhat loves to face life as it is and
reflects the uncensored version of life”,
notes journalist and author Zenebe
Wola, who wrote Sebhat’s biography
entitled “Mastawesha”(Memoir). Due
to his unique writing style and different
outlook. Sebhat has more followers,
fans and critics than any other writer
in the country. Sibhat was 76. On the
other hand, Author/Journalist Mamo
Wudineh was born in Wag - Wollo,
Northern Ethiopia. Wudineh worked as
editor of the country’s major daily and

Mohammed Osman Wardi, Sudanese singer/songwriter
Courtesy: digitalhen.co.uk

Whitney Houston
Courtesy: sueddeutsche.de

Whitney started performing at the age
of 11 as a soloist in the junior gospel
choir at New Hope Baptist Church in
Newark, following the footsteps of her
mother Cissy Houston. Her debut album
“Whitney”, released in 1985 was listed
as one of the 500 Greatest Albums of All
Time by Rolling Stone Magazine and
turned out to be the best selling debut
album by a female artist at the time.
Guinness World Records has listed
Whitney’s name as the most awarded
female artist of all time with 2 Emmy
Awards, 6 Grammy Awards, 30
Billboard Music Awards, 22 American
Music Awards, among a total of 415
career awards. Whitney was the only
artist to have 7 consecutive #1 Billboard
Hits. She was one of the world’s bestselling artists with over 200 million
albums and singles worldwide. Whitney
Houston was also one of the most indemand models prior to her musical
career. Whitney has also acted on movies
such as “The Body Guard”, “Waiting To
Exhale” and “The Preacher’s Wife”.
In another development, veteran

in poetry, literature, music and singing.
Prior to joining the music world, Wardi
was a high school teacher until his
musical career started in 1957 after he
recorded his first 17 songs on Sudan’s
Omdurman Radio. Over the last six
decades, this musical legend has reigned
on the African music scene with over
350 songs that addressed topics about
romance, passion, patriotism, Nubian
folklore and heritage. In recognition
for Wardi’s contribution to the growth
of Nubian literature, the University of
Khartoum has awarded him with an
Honorary Doctorate in 2005. The multitalented Mohammed Wardi played oud,
tanbur and other musical instruments.
We also lost two prominent Ethiopian
writers, Sebhat-leab GebreEgziabher
and MamoWudneh in the month of
February, 2012. Born in Erba-gered –
Tigray, Northern Ethiopia, Sebhat was
a great figure in the history of Ethiopian
literature. Sibhat’s novels contain frank
sexual depiction, unlike the conservative

Mamo Wudneh, Ethiopian author
Courtesy: www.debirhan.com

weekly newspapers and served as the first
Editor-in-Chief of the police newspaper.
He has authored over 53 books and
is known for translating books from
English to his native language Amharic.
Wundineh, who passed away at the age
of 81, has also served as President of the
Ethiopian Writers’ Association.

“Shortly before completion of its
design, Fahari learned about the
passing away of two great AfricanAmerican artists,i.e. the “Queen
of
Disco”and
singer/songwriter
Donna Summer (1948-2012) and the
Godfather of Go-go music singer/
musician, record producer Chuck
Brown (1936-2012). Our Heartfelt
Condolences!

Sebhat Gebregziabher, Ethiopian author
Fahari /
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International Azmari Conference held

The Honorable Maitre Artist Afework Tekle

And April 11,2012 was a day we lost
one of Africa’s leading artists, The
Honorable Maitre Artist Laureate
Afewerk Tekle. Born in 1932 in
Ankober- Shewa,a town in Ethiopia
Maitre Artist Afewerk studied Painting,
Sculpture and Architecture at London
University and the Academia di
Michelangelo in Florence, Italy.
“The Poet With The Brush”, as some
of his admirers call him, the works
of the multi-talented Maitre Artist
Afewerk depicted black emancipation
and independence, religion, beauty,
culture and tradition. “The Struggle and
Aspirations of The African People”, a
stained glass window art designed by the
artist in 1960 is one of the largest in the
world measuring 1,615 square feet. This
work is displayed at the “Africa Hall” of
the Economic Commission for Africa
Headquarters in Addis Ababa. Maitre
Artist Afewerk’s selected works have
been printed on high quality silk scarves
and ties/kerchiefs and manufactured by
Harlequin, Mondial Ltd. in Milan, Italy.
The Artist died at the age of 80 in Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia. He was a recipient
of numerous awards, decorations
from Academies and Heads of State
all over the world in recognition and
acknowledgment of his creative genius
displayed in his countless paintings,
murals and mosaics. May all our artists
Rest In Peace!!
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An International Conference on
traditional Ethiopian poet-musicians,
known as Azmari was held in
Hildesheim, Germany from January 6-8,
2012. The Conference, the first of its
kind was hosted by the Center for World
Music of University of Hildesheim. The
significance of giving due recognition
to the profession and talent of these
poet-musicians was expressed through
the
conference’s
theme
“From
Ambivalence to Acceptance”.
Initiated by Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Bender,
Official Representative for Africa at the
Center for World Music at the University
of Hildesheim and Dr. Getie Gelaye,
Department of
African/Ethiopian
Studies Asia-Africa Insitute-Hamburg
University this Conference created a
forum for scholars and researchers in the
fields of history, musicology, language
and literature, sociology, film and music
production/recording to discuss topics
related to the Azmari,who, in the past
experienced neglect and degradation
for the mere fact that they chose to be
musicians.
The conference was officially opened
with a welcoming address by Dr.
Raimund Vogels, Director of the Center
for World Music, followed by brief
introductory notes by Prof. Dr. Wolfgang
Bender and Dr. Getie Gelaye.
Over 20 papers were presented during
the three-day conference, attended
by scholars and researchers from the
United States, Europe, the Middle/ Far
East and Africa/Ethiopia regarding the
career and life of these traditional poetmusicians, their role and contribution for
the development of Ethiopian traditional
music.
On the first day, the conference
discussed “History and Change” of
the Azmari and their profession. It was
opened with a keynote address by Prof.
Cynthia Tse Kimberlin of the University
of California in Los Angeles, followed
by her paper entitled “The Azmari as
the Face of Janus: What was, what

is and what could be?” Four other
presenters took the floor after Prof.
Kimberlin to make their respective
presentations with special emphasis
to the historic aspect of the Azmari;
the role of the Azmari in the life of the
Ethiopian church, their transformation,
their evolution and history, as well as the
Azmari tradition and continuity. Tadele
Yidnekachew Tessema, the grandson
of Azmari Tessema Eshete, the first
Ethiopian poet-musician to have his
songs recorded on vinyl about a century
ago was among the presenters. His paper
focused on the “Evolution and History of
Azmari”. The Conference, on its second
day, discussed the role of female Azmari,
the features of the traditional fiddle,
masinqo used by most Azmaris; listened
to case studies related to Azmari songs/
music. The keynote speaker of the day
was
Ethiopian
ethno-musicologist
from Berlin, Dr. Timkehet Teffera also
presented her paper “Female Azmari
(Musicians): In the Past and Present:
Honoring the Music Legend Asnakech
Worku”, focused on life and career of the
late female traditional music icon, who
passed away in September, 2011. On the
third and final day, presenters canvassed
the recording/production of Azmari
music,dating back to the vinyl recording
of songs by poet-musician Azmari
Tessema Eshete in Germany a little

over 100 years ago, followed by
who openly and authentically
consecutive attempts by local
share their journey as women in
and foreign music promoters
business pursuing their passion.
to record Azmari songs/music
It offers a clear and concise
for posterity. In addition to the
knowledge of what it takes to
papers, documentary films by
achieve and maintain success
Mr. Adrian Hofer of Switzerland
as a woman in business – the
and Dr. Itsushi Kawase of the
untold truth. Each contributing
University of Manchester in
author shared their “behind the
Some of the authors of The GlamourLESS Side of Entrepreneurship
the U.K. were screened, the
scenes” story of what it is really
desegregation
and
related
reasons,
latter’s case study assessed
like to be an entrepreneur.
the
singer-spirit-medium
relations leading to its closure in 1970. Even According to the organizer of the event
from Azmari performance in Zar(spirit though attempts were made to stage and co-author of the book, Master
possession). Two Azmari musicians, events at the Howard Theater for another Transformation Expert and Motivational
Dejen Manchilot from Israel and Idriss decade, it was closed again in 1980. It Speaker Cheryl Wood, the book will
Hassen from Ethiopia were among the remained closed for 32 years, until the empower, inspire and equip women
participants and performed live. All in Howard Theater Restoration, a non- entrepreneurs to succeed in small
all,the Hildesheim International Azmari profit took the initiative to raise funds business. The book is available on book
Conference dealt with several topics and invest $29 million dollars on the shelves at the World Bank book store
restoration project.
with regard to the Azmari.
in Washington,D.C. We congratulate
Cheryl Wood who is also columnist of
Due to the great significance of this WEPP Conference & Book Release “Fahari’s Your Inspirational Vitamin”
matter, it would be our greatest pleasure Held
for all her all-rounded effort and success.
to mention each presenter by name, The first summit for “Women
along with their respective study Entrepreneurs Partnering for Profit Anthology of West African women’s
papers, hadn’t it been for limitation of (WEPP)” was held on February 18,2012. songs released
space. Nevertheless, it is our heartfelt Founded by Award-winning Author,
desire,duty and responsibility to feature Motivational Speaker and Master
the work and research findings of Transformation Expert, Cheryl Wood,
any of the scholars who participated the theme of the WEPP summit was
in this historic conference in Fahari “Igniting Your Fearless Factor to ‘Walk
Magazine’s future editions. Meantime, the Talk’ in 2012”.
we express our appreciation to the
A
mission-driven
successful
initiators of the conference.
entrepreneur, Cheryl Wood is committed
Source: International Azmari
to helping women entrepreneurs to
Conference Organizing Committee
sharpen their distinctive talents and ignite
their “Fearless Factor” for succeeding in
The Howard Theater Reopened
The Howard Theater located in business. Her core business principles
Washington, D.C’s Shaw neighborhood can be readily applied at any juncture
reopened its doors on April 10, 2012 upon of an entrepreneur’s growth stage. The
completion a complete of a renovation to WEPP event, held at the Comfort Inn
make this historic landmark ready for a in Bowie, MD and attended by several
new audience. Known as “The Theater women entrepreneurs created an great
for the People”, Howard Theater was first opportunity for networking between
opened in 1910 and mainly catered to an women in business.
African-American clientele. Prominent
artists like James Brown, Sammy Davis,
Jr. ,Otis Redding, Sara Vaughn and
many more graced Howard’s stage and
turned it into the House of Rock N’Roll
and Rhythm & Blues in the 1950s and
1960s. After the riots in 1698 following
Martin Luther King, Jr’s assassination,
Howard Theater was affected due to

In another development, an anthology
entitled “The GlamourLESS Side of
Entrepreneurship-What they DIDN’T
Tell You About Being In Business”
was released on March 1st ,2012. The
book, endorsed by Author, Speaker
and Journalist A’Lelia Bundles is a
compilation of 25 women entrepreneurs,

An anthology of lyrics of 80 songs
collected from 17 ethnic traditions
across West Africa was released in
January, 2012.
The 144-page book, entitled “Women’s
Voices from West Africa:An Anthology
of Songs from the Sahel” was edited by
West African scholar, Aissata G. Sidikou,
Fahari /
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professor at Princeton University and
Author / Researcher Thomas A. Hale
of Penn State University. The songs,
sung about marriage, children, women
in society and death introduce the power
and beauty of the intimate expressions
of African women. Many of the songs,
translated from local West African
languages for the first time reflect
stages of the life cycle, entertain and
give comfort and encouragement, thus
empowering other women to face the
challenges imposed on them by their
families, men and society. This book
is available at Indiana University Press
800-842-6796 or at www.amazon.com.
We congratulate Dr. Thomas Hale and
Aissata Sidikou for this great book and
for sharing information!

CUUMBAYA play staged
CUUMBAYA, a slavery reenactment was
staged on February 25, 2012 at the Life
Center in Camp Springs, MD. Written
and directed by Sheldon Chandler, this
historic production delivers a realistic
view of life on the female-dominated
Hamilton Plantation after most of male
slaves ran away.
An entertaining and educational piece,
CUUMBAYA shows how a courageous
group of slaves of the Hamilton
Plantations in the year 1820 unexpectedly
6/
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The ruins of Queen of Sheba’s Palace, Northern Ethiopia-Tigray Courtesy-Timkehet Teffera

find themselves with a chance at
freedom.
Trinidadian
playwright
Sheldon Chandler has founded Creative
Storyline & Productions in 2008 and
operates within the performing arts
industry. It is our pleasure to inform
our distinguished readers that Sheldon
Chandler’s CUUMBAYA and other
plays he has written and directed will
be featured on Fahari Magazine’s next
edition.

of Sheba of the biblical legend,who
ruled Ethiopia 3000 years ago visited
Jerusalem with vast quantities of gold
she gave as gift to King Solomon.
Archaeologist Louise Schoefield noted
that it is through archeology that legends
and myths can be tied up. An initial clue
lay in a 20 ft. stone stellae (slab) carved
with a sun and crescent moon, the calling
card. Source: Observer, Dalya Alberge

Queen of Sheba’s gold discovered
An enormous ancient goldmine together
with the ruins of a temple and the site of
a battlefield has been discovered in the
northern Ethiopian Tigray region, named
Gheralta. A British excavation team
led by Louise Schoefield, archaeologist
and former British Museum curator,
has struck archaeological gold with a
discovery that may solve the mystery
of where the Ethiopian Queen of Sheba
derived her fabled treasures. Queen

Approaching the arts with PPP
“Approaching the Arts with PPP”, a
show by three female artists; a painter,
a photographer and potter was held on
April 28, 2012. Painter Terry Tabor,
Potter RaZia Mateen and Photographer
Lakei ForestCosby exhibited their works
at the event hosted by Annie’s Gallery in
Camp Springs, MD. Part of the proceeds
went to the Annie Durham Scholarship
Fund.

fahari films
Brown
Babies

A Film That Has Unearthed Hitherto Hidden Secrets!

T

he contours of
life are replete
with ups and
downs charting its journey in
a topsy turvy and zigzag manner.
It behooves upon those of us who labor to
dwell into research and studies buried in
the task of documenting history, cultures,
customs and traditions with the view of
learning about past generations. Documented
evidences enable one to learn about the past
life style of ancient communities in different
parts of the world. In general, it would have
been unthinkable to know about the past, had
it not been for documented materials, historic
sites, artifacts etc.
The primary/original source or evidence,
such as written or recorded sources of
information have immensely helped scholars
to discover and study past history of
countries,communities and peoples. Talking
about the importance of documenting history,
we all agree on the fact that documenting
history should start with one’s own personal
family history. Family history is more than
just birth, marriage and death dates. It is
the history of individuals’ interactions with
the community. In this regard, sources
for family histories, provided by written
documentation or oral tradition are valuable
to family members, to historians and the
community, at large. The records used to
research family history are an important part
of our documentary heritage that provide a
direct link to our past. Family history lives
through documents like photographs, letters,
diaries and journals, home movies and news
clippings, to mention a few.
Family history is of great interest not
only to one’s own family but to historians,
scholars and students. For example, a school
essay written several decades ago may reflect
that time of great change better than any text
book. In general ,our story and that of our
forefathers is the story of our communities,
countries and our world. That story becomes
history, when it is organized and preserved
for future generations. Photographs, audio
and video recordings tell much more than

written documentation and are of
great historic value. Non-fictional
audio visual productions, such
as documentary films, intended
to document some aspect of
reality primarily for the purpose of
maintaining a historical record play
a significant role in documenting
family history.
This column revolves around an
award-winning documentary film,that
brought into light family stories that
remained secret for decades. A story
of tens and thousands, whom history
was so cruel to and who grew with
the drudgery and degradation, their
morale and confidence shattered
to smithereens. It tells the true
story of those unfortunate mothers
who were not allowed to see their
babies, kiss and embrace them and
were condemned to long a lone
chance to see their own sons and
daughters,but only to suffer the
agony of want. A story of children,
who spent their childhood and a
good part of their adult life in the
dark, wondering who gave birth
to them and where their parents
would be.
This powerful documentary
film, entitled “Brown Babies:
The Mischlingskinder Story”
reveals the horrors of children
born to German women and
African-American
soldiers
(GIs) in post-World War II
Germany were forced to
endure. It tells the stories of
children known as “brown
babies” or “Mischlingskinder”,
the German word for ”mixedrace children”. The “Brown
Babies” documentary film
features the tragic lives of these
bi-racial children,who were
considered as illegitimate and
bi-cultural, simply because of
their Afro-German descent and

Sankofa Bird
The Akan, one of the largest ethnic/
cultural groups inhabiting Ghana and
the Ivory Coast have a rich cultural
heritage that includes the extensive use
of pictorial symbolism in the writing
system known as Adinkra. Adinkra was
created by the Ashanti craftsmen of
Ghana and symbolizes the Akan way of
life and each symbol can be associated
with an aphorism or proverb rooted in
the Akan experience. Sankofa is an
Akan term, that means “to go back and
get it” . When literally translated (san=
“to return”), (ko= “to go”, fa= “to look,
seek and take”).
The Adinkra symbol for Sankofa depicts
a mythical bird flying forward with its
head turned backward. The egg in
its mouth represents the
“gems” or knowledge
of the past upon
which wisdom is
based and signifies
the generation to come
that would benefit
from that wisdom.
The Akan believe that
the past illuminates the
present and that the search
for knowledge is based
on knowledge of the past.
Contemporary
AfricanAmerican
communities
include descendants of the Akan
and many other West African tribal groups
whose members were transported to North
America during the slave trade. A continuation
of the Akan pictorial writing system can be
found in many African-American communities
in the “graffiti art” murals that transmit cultural
ideals and values. Moreover, the continuation
of the philosophical expressions of African
spirituality can also be found in many of
today’s African American communities, where
the concept of Sankofa exists in the form of
the proverb: “You can’t know where you are
going unless you know where you come from”.
Sankofa teaches us that we must go back to our
roots in order to move forward, reach back and
gather the best of what our past has to teach us,
so that we can achieve our full potential as we
move forward. It is common to see the Sankofa
bird on Kwanzaa the annual event people of
African descent get together to celebrate their
common ancestry.
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African Masks and
their signiﬁcance
Masks are one of the elements of African
arts, an essential feature of the traditional
culture and art of the peoples of SubSaharan and West Africa. African masks
are usually shaped after a human face of
some animals’ muzzle and every mask
has a specific spiritual meaning. There
are two types of masks: ceremonial and
ritual masks. Ritual masks are used in
ritual dances and social or religious
events. A person who wears a ritual
mask conceptually loses his/her identity
and becomes the spirit represented by
the mask. I this regard, the mask wearer
becomes a medium that allows that of
the dead or nature-related spirits.
Ceremonial masks, on the contrary, are
worn on weddings, funerals and other
social events. Masks are mostly made of
wood, but copper, bronze, fabrics, potter
and more are also used as materials, along
with ornamental items such as seashells,
animal hair, horns, seeds, straws, feathers
and more to decorate the mask.
African masks have influenced European
and Western art and due to the growing
demand for African masks, a lot of ethnic
shops in Western cities carry a variety
of commercial masks, leading to mass
production of masks, gradually replacing the
traditional art of mask making which used to
be, but no longer is a privileged status-related
practice.
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their brown skin color. It contains
heartbreaking stories of thousands
of children, who were put for
adoption for fear that they would
be stigmatized in German society.
Their white German mothers were
despised by the community for giving
birth to bi-racial children. It reveals
this little known remarkable piece of
history through the compelling life
stories of the children and their birth
parents.
About 5000 of the nearly 68,000
children born to German women
and occupying African or AfricanAmerican soldiers in the Federal
Republic of Germany between 1945 and
1955 were children of Afro-German
descent, most of whom were put for
adoption and ended up in the homes
of African-American families in the
United States. Although many people
with mixed heritages experience
difficulties in their lifetimes, the
struggles of the mixed-race children
born in Germany in post World War II
Germany were far more austere than
most cases.
It won’t be far from the truth to
say that this film, that featured six of
the thousands of “brown babies” to
share their respective stories, clearly
depicts the horrors and the trying
period during those “dark years”
they were condemned to endure,
was an excellent production of a
team of professionals, whose only
and sole goal and preoccupation
was to tell the truth as is. The
Executive Producer of the film
is Regina Griffin, who also
eloquently narrated it. An Emmy
Award-winning news producer,
Griffin has covered daily events,
including
the
presidential
campaigns for the CBS Evening
News and Early Show. Her story
on African-American women
and breast cancer won “Best
Health/Science Report” from
the New York Association of
Black Journalists in 2007. As a
producer and executive producer
at WBBM-TV, Chicago, Regina
Griffin’s newscast, special series
and investigative reports captured

the attention of viewers,
community leaders and
industry peers, winning
“Best Newscast” by the
Illinois
Associated
Press Broadcasters
Association for
Journalism
Excellence
in
2003 and 2004.
She is currently
Executive
Producer
of
Sunday Morning
Prog ram ming
at WUSA-TV in
Wa s h i n g t o n ,
Regina Grifﬁn, Executive Director
DC. Fahari’s
of the award-winning Brown
Editor-in-Chief
Babies Documentary
had spoken to
Ms.
Regina
Griffin about the “Brown Babies” Project.
Fahari: You are a prominent media
professional and TV journalist. Was that
your childhood dream?
Regina: I knew, at an early age, that I
wanted to be involved in television. I also
knew I wanted to write and tell stories.
Fahari: Why was this documentary film
your passion project?
Regina: This is a very compelling and
important part of history that few people
know about. The stories that we tell our
gut wrenching. It is a very emotional film.
People in the audience often cry. A few
have been really overcome with emotion.
Fahari: How did you contact the six
individuals (brown babies)? How was
the process of explaining the goal of the
documentary project and convincing them
to reveal their respective stories?
Regina: It started with Doris McMillon,
author of “Mixed Blessings”, a story that
really touched my heart. Then I met others.
It wasn’t a hard sell. Once I explained
that we wanted to tell this part of history
honestly and with integrity, they agreed. It
was very important to them to have their
story told. They are now baby boomers.
Fahari: How long did the entire project
take from inception to finalization of the
production?
Regina: It took about a year. But even now
we continue to work on it two years later.

Fahari: Any major problems encountered
during the production process?
Regina: Not really.
Fahari:
Did you get professional or
financial support from organizations or
individuals?
Regina: We are currently looking for
sponsors and benefactors, who will help
us get this story told nationwide. We need
support.
Fahari: Which U.S cities has “Brown
Babies” been screened? Any plans to show
the film outside the United States?
Regina: We would like to make this
available to people nationwide, but to do so,
we need financial support from sponsors.
So far, it has been shown in Miami,
Philadelphia, New York, Washington, D.C.,
Martha’s Vineyard and Chicago.
Fahari: Tell me about viewers’ reaction/
feedback after watching the “Brown
Babies” documentary?
Regina: Very positive. People don’t know
about this story and they are shocked by
it. People are also very emotional. It is
definitely a tear jerker.
Fahari: What is your view about the role
played by female African-American media
and film professionals in the United States
with regard to using their expertise to
address issues that need to be brought to the
attention of the public?
Regina: Everyone brings a unique point of
view to projects. It is important to have that
diversity. Particular mention must be made
to Mabel A. Grammer (journalist) and the
Afro-American Newspaper to have affected
the lives and futures of Afro-German
children by getting the word out that these
children needed families.

Baby Doris Courtesy-Doris’s Collection

Fahari: Do you have anything
else you would like to share with
Fahari Magazine’s readers?
Regina: Follow your dreams!
Follow your passion! Don’t be afraid
to do what your heart leads you to do!
The Meaning/Purpose
Indeed, there is nothing like doing
what our hearts leads us to do. As
of “Tsenatsil”
Ms. Griffin mentioned earlier, she
Tsenatsil (sistrum) is one of the
was inspired to produce the “Brown
instruments of the Ethiopian Christian
Babies” documentary after reading
Orthodox liturgy, a stick rattle that
retains an ancient history. The tsenatsil
“Mixed Blessings”,a book authored by
is exclusively used in liturgical chants
Doris McMillon. Ms. McMillon wrote
(zema),dances (wereb,shibsheba) and
this book after she reconnected with
masses (quidasse), together with the
her birth parents at the end of her long
double-headed conical drum (kebero).
search for her true identity. Her story
is such a remarkable piece of history,
featured in the documentary along with
five other fellow “brown babies”.
Doris McMillon was given up for
adoption to an African-American
couple, Horace and Louise McMillon
not long after her birth in Germany.
Tsenatsil
Courtesy: AAU Yared School of Music
Even though her adoptive mother
usually reminded Doris of her
The squared “U” shaped frame of the
incompetence, Doris never refrained
tsenatsil is made of brass, bronze, silver
from dreaming big. When Doris was
or gold and attached to a wooden or metal
eleven years old her adoptive father
handle. Each part of the tsenatsil has a
religious meaning. The “U” (right and left)
told her that her natural mother’s
symbolizes the Old and New Testaments.
name was Josephine. He also told
The wooden handle resembles the Almighty
her adoptive mother doesn’t want to
God. The two pillars forming the U-shape
including the two cross bars symbolize the
show her the original birth records
elements of nature, water, earth, air and fire.
and adoption papers.
In the center of the upper cross bar, a carved
Therefore, Doris lived with the
cross figure resembles God’s promise to
obsession of searching and finding
Noah’s Ark cross. The two transverse metal
bars holding the moving three metal discs
out who her biological parents are.
are inserted in the upper bar representing the
In her early 20’s Doris started to
doctrine of the Trinity, God the Father, the Son
worry that time was running out,
and the Holy Spirit. The second (lower) metal
bar consists of two discs, which represent
because she had no idea how old
duality: Jesus as the son of God, the Eternally
Josephine was when she gave
Begotten One who comes from the Father
birth to her.
forever. All five discs of the tsenatsil represent
the secrets of contentment: Learn to give thanks
Meantime, Doris graduated
in
all things! Learn to rest in God’s providence!
from college in 1973 and landed
Learn to be satisfied with little! Learn to live
her first job with a Detroitabove life’s circumstances! Learn to rely on
based radio station, WJR.
God’s Power and Provision!
Source: Groove Dict./Timkehet Teferra(Phd),
Nevertheless, she always felt
Ethno-musicologist/ independent scholar
incomplete, constantly longing
to fill the void in her life. “It is
also the curiosity; the need to
know who I looked like”, Doris
wrote in an article, published on
Ebony Magazine’s May 1982
edition. “More importantly, to
have a medical history. Visits
to doctors invariably left crucial
Priests using tsenatsil at Demera, Addis Ababa 1993
questions unanswered. I don’t
Courtesy: Timkehet Teffera
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Basket Weaving – An
African Art
Basket weaving is as old as the history
of man and a common practice in many
parts of Africa. Traces of baskets have
been found in Egyptian pyramids. The
basic types of basket weaving patterns
can be applied to grasses, trees and
other natural fibers world wide, while
African baskets are usually made
of grass, leaves, vines and papyrus.
Basket weavers use fibers with natural
or dyed colors to achieve various
decorative designs.
A high level
of craftsmanship is involved in the
creations of baskets and basket weaving
is one of the many pieces of art, through
which the ingenuity of African people is
showcased.

In West Africa baskets are made using the
cross or checker board weaving techniques,
while in central, southern and eastern
Africa, the coiling technique is commonly
used. Women of the Mangbetu tribe in Zaire
also use baskets to store their personal items
such as jewelry. The Bwake people of Zaire
make boxes using basket weaving methods
much like the embroidery patterns found in
textiles.
In Rwanda, the Tutsi people creatively produce
beautiful baskets using decorative designs
such as animal figures or geometric pattern.
In Ethiopia, basket weavers produce watertight
basket containers to store/ keep milk fresh
(chocho). The most popular items of Ethiopian
basketry are messob (colorful basket food is
served on), lemat (basket to store the traditional
pitta-like bread injera), agelgil
(food container for pick nicks)
and muday, a small-sized basket
to store money or jewelry.
The West African basket
weaving by applying coiling
with sweet grass technique was
brought to the United States by
African slaves. Sweet grass basket-making was
popular ever since and the baskets were in great
demand for agricultural purposes. They also
brought extra income to slave owners, who often
sold baskets to other plantation owners.
Source: Margarita S. Middleton and Mary A.
Jackson
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know if my mother or father
had a history of high blood
pressure, heart disease, cancer
or tuberculosis. Not only was I
concerned for myself, but for my
unborn children”, Doris wrote,
expressing concern that her children
would be exposed to some genetic
disorder that only family history
could provide. She, therefore,decided
to make the contacts she needed to
find her biological mother, Josephine.
Whenever friends went to Munich,
Germany, Doris often asked them to
check the phone book for her. Most of
them didn’t take her seriously. And this
prolonged her search.
Meantime, the marriage of Doris’s
adoptive parents ended in divorce in
1966. Each of them remarried, her
mother lived in Detroit and her father
retired from the Air Force in Omaha,
Nebraska and went on to become a
Baptist minister. In August 1981,
her adoptive mother passed away
due to breast cancer. Doris was
grief-stricken after loosing the only
mother she had ever known, but also
wanted, more than ever, to find the
woman, who had given birth to her.
Shortly after the death of Doris’s
adoptive mother, James Murphy,
the man who married her adoptive
mother after she divorced Horace
McMillon gave Doris all her
mother’s personal papers, among
which she found the information
she has been seeking. Her
adoption papers! “This day, the
11th of March, 1953”, the paper
reads; “Miss Josephine Reiser
consents that Doris E. Reiser
be adopted.” The document
also included pictures, address
and birth date of her biological
mother.
Doris went on with her
search. She wrote a letter to
the US Consulate in Munich
on October 22, 1981 explaining
her situation and the help
she needed. She also called
her colleague and then ABC
Correspondent in Bonn, Hal
Walker. To her surprise, it was
Walker, who broke the great

Doris meeting her biological mother Josephine Reiser in
1981, Germany

news to Doris:After several attempts, he had
finally found Josephine Reiser’s address and
phone number in Munich. Her mother never
moved. Overwhelmed with joy, Doris didn’t
know what to do. She was even scared to
call her mother and asked a friend, who
spoke German to call Josephine. The friend
did as requested, called Doris back and told
her that her mother spoke English and was
very eager to see her.
That very telephone conversation ended
Doris’s long search for her birth parents.
She spoke to her mother and they decided to
see each other as soon as possible. November
30, 1981, the Lufthansa flight Doris boarded
landed in Munich airport. Doris set foot on
the German soil and reunited with her mother.
She spent the most precious moments in her
life with her mother in Germany. Not only
that! Her reunion with her mother paved the
way to yet another exciting incident in her
life. Her mother shared the information about
Doris’s biological father Ernest Barnett, who
was living in Browns Mills, New Jersey. He
retired from the Army after 26 years and
working as a civilian for McGuire Air Force
Base in New Jersey, married but no other
children. Upon her return to the U.S. from
Germany, Doris met her father.
It was after all this that Doris wrote her
best-selling book “Mixed Blessings” that
received high praise from The New York
Times, Larry King Live, New York Post,
New York Daily News and The Washington
Times. Today Doris McMillon manages her
own company, McMillon Communications,
Inc. headquartered in Fort Washington,
MD. Doris has a Bachelor of Arts in Mass
Communications, Radio, TV and Film from
Wayne University in Detroit, Michigan. This
distinguished media woman,who ranked

Doris McMillon, CEO-McMillon Communications

among the top US broadcast professionals
has worked for many notable television
stations, such as NBC, Channel 5 News,
WABC, as well as WJLA in Washington,
DC. She has worked as reporter, news
anchor for Eyewitness News in New York
city’s most viewed early-evening news
program, ABC-TV’s Good Morning
America and The Regis Philbin Show.
She was moderator for the US Information
Agency’s WORLDNET. She anchored
news and public affairs programs for Black
Entertainment Television (BET) from
Washington, DC, which sharpened her
ability to connect with diverse audiences by
offering passionate and practical insight as
a program host. The multi-talented Doris
loved acting and has appeared in movies
that include Clint Eastwood’s The Line
of Fire and Wesley Snipe’s Murder at
1600. The Washington Business Exchange
Network honored her as one of Washington’s
10 Most Admired Women. Winner of
several awards, such as the Washington
Variety Club’s Humanitarian Award, the
International Business Exchange’s Black
Communicator’s Award, Top 100 MBE
Award for Maryland Businesses and many
more.

Doris discussed her past and
present life and career with
Fahari’s Editor-in-Chief.
Fahari: Mabel Grammer is praised
for the positive role she played in
relation to Afro-German children.
Please tell us a little bit more about
Mable Grammer?
Doris:
Mabel Grammer was a
journalist. She saw children, who
needed love and a home and she
acted on what she saw. She used
her position as a journalist to
make a difference in the lives of
children who had no advocate.
She used her journalistic skills
to affect change. As a journalist
with four decades of experience,
I appreciate her eye, one, for
a great story and two, for
promoting a story no one else
wanted to tell. Had the children
been of the “other” persuasion,
this would have been an easy
sell as a story. Had the children
been white, getting them adopted
would not have been an issue; in fact
they would have been able to stay
in Germany (which I believe many
did). There was an almost feverish
push by Mrs. Grammer to get “us”
out of Germany and into the homes
of Black American families.
Fahari: How do you explain the
contribution of the black press
with regard to the stories of AfroGerman children?
Doris: Thankfully, the black
press took up the mantle and told
the story. This reminds me of my
time as a reporter for New York’s
Channel 5’s program Black
News. Had it not been for this
program, the story of Apartheid
would not be known. We never
saw what was happening in
South Africa on the regular
news cast. The story was not
deemed important enough to
be seen by the station’s total
audience. This also explains
why we have Ebony, Jet, and
Essence Magazines, to mention
a few. This is our opportunity
to stay plugged in to news that
affects our community.

“Adwa” - A Black
Peoples’ Victory
The Battle of Adwa is a battle that took
place in the year 1896 in Adwa, located
in northern Ethiopia’s Tigray Region.
The battle was fought between Ethiopian
forces, mainly comprising of peasant
militias and well-armed invading Italian
troops.
On March 1, 1896 Ethiopians declared
the Victory of Adwa after defeating the
20,000-strong Italian troops comprising of
four brigades and armed with 56 artillery
pieces. Following the successful execution
of the strategic plan by then Ethiopian
Emperor, Menelik II, who ruled Ethiopia
from 1889-1913, Ethiopian forces crushed
the Italians at dawn, while the head of the
Italian Army, General Baratieri was planning
to surprise a larger Ethiopian force in an early
morning attack. During the Battle of Adwa,
Italian casualties amounted to over 40% of
the fighting force. All artillery, besides 11,000
rifles was lost, a casualty rate that was greater
than any other major European battle of the
19th century.
Following the Victory of Adwa, Emperor
Menelik of Ethiopia secured the Peace
Treaty of Addis Ababa in October same year,
forcing Italy to recognize the independence of
Ethiopia. Shortly after that, delegations from
the United Kingdom and France, European
powers whose colonial possession lay next to
Ethiopian capital Addis Ababa, requested to
negotiate their own treaties with this newlyproven power. Menelik’s wife, Empress Tayitu
Bitul played a significant role in the Battle of
Adwa by marching north with her husband
and commanding a force. Deeply suspicious of
European intentions towards Ethiopia, Empress
Tayitu was a key player in the conflict over the
Treaty of Wuchale with Italy, in which the Italian
version made Ethiopia an Italian protectorate,
while the Amharic version (official language of
Ethiopia) did not state this point.
Fahari /
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“Adwa” - A Black
Peoples’ Victory
Afro-American scholar and leading
figure in African studies, Dr. Molefi Kete
Asante (born Arthur Lee Smith) wrote
the following about the Victory of Adwa:
“After the Victory over Italy in 1896,
Ethiopia acquired a special importance
in the eyes of Africans as the only
surviving African state. After Adwa,
Ethiopia became emblematic of African
valor and resistance, the bastion of
prestige and hope to thousands of
Africans, who were experiencing the
full shock of European conquest and
were beginning to search for an answer
to the myth of African inferiority.”
Most of 19th century Africa had been
carved up among the various European
powers, with two exceptions. The two
countries that were never colonized
are the ancient Ethiopian Empire in the
strategic Horn of Africa and the tiny
Republic of Liberia in West Africa.

Afro beat Music

Fela Kuti, Nigerian artist, creator of Afro beat Music

Afro beat is a music style that developed in
Africa in the 1960s/70s and blends elements
of Yoruba music, jazz and funk rhythms with
an instrumentation that emphasizes African
percussion and vocal styles. The core of Afro
beat’s aesthetic was formed and pioneered
by the late Nigerian musician Fela Anikulapo
Kuti (1938-1997) during the 1960s in Southern
Nigeria and drew some of its inspiration from
the free jazz movement. It was Kuti who coined
the term “Afro beat” upon his return from a US
tour with his Koola Lobitos Band. Call-andresponse vocals and interacting rhythms are
mainly featured in Afro beat. Afro beat thrived
between the years of 1970-75 and has become
one of the most recognizable music genres in
the world that has influenced as many Western
musicians as it has Africans with its exuberant
style and rhythms.
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Fahari: You are one of the six
Afro-German children, who
shared their stories on the “Brown
Babies” documentary. Even though
each of you have been going through
lots of challenges, is there one
particular story in the documentary
that deeply touched you ?
Doris: I have come to know Dan
Cardwell over the years. He has been
like a brother to me. His story and
the story of his other siblings, also
“brown babies”, has touched me. Even
he and his siblings all grew up in the
same family, they were so different.
Their lives turned out so differently. Of
the group, I would say Dan is the most
successful. He is driven to succeed. He
spent hundreds of thousands of dollars
to find his biological parents and family
members. While he was on this mission,
he did take time to help others find
their parents, when he could. He has
a tremendous amount of information,
but he is still searching for other pieces
of the puzzle.
Fahari: Did you ever meet any class
or school mates who were adoptive
kids or “brown babies”?
Doris: When I was growing up, we
didn’t talk about being adopted. I
don’t recall meeting any “brown
babies” until I was older. By that
time, I was away from my adoptive
mother and was able to discuss
the subject more freely. It was
in my 20’s that I began seriously
asking people to help me find my
biological mother.
Fahari: It is a little over three
decades since you reunited
with your biological parents,
Josephine Reiser and Ernest
Barnett. Are your parents still
alive? Did they get a chance to
read “Mixed Blessings”? What
was their reaction?
Doris: My biological father
passed in 2003. My birth mother,
who just turned 84 March 6,2012
is still living in Germany. I don’t
know if my father read the book.
My mother did,indeed, read it
and wept. She was mortified
that I had grown up in such an
abusive home. She told me she

thought she had done a good thing by giving
me to an American family. She dispelled a
lot of stories that my adoptive mother had
pounded in my head. I was able to ask my
birth mother all the questions that had been
swirling in my head for thirty years. Life
has since come full circle. I am past the
anger and she is past the guilt. We enjoyed
one another’s company and have discovered
we have much in common.
Fahari: I saw photos of your two daughters
in the 1981 article published on Ebony
Magazine. How old are they now? Did they
get a chance to view the “Brown Babies”
documentary? If yes, what was their
reaction?
Doris: My two oldest daughters are in their
late thirties and my youngest daughter
is in her late 20’s. (She was born after I
found my birth parents). She has seen the
documentary and very much appreciates
knowing her family history.
Fahari: You are one of the top media
professionals in the U.S. who worked as
news anchor and journalist for several
years. And now, you are managing your own
company McMillon Communications. Tell
me about your transition from a broadcast
professional to an entrepreneur, please?
Don’t you miss the media; the microphone,
the studio, your viewers etc?
Doris: I am an “accidental” entrepreneur.
Honestly, I thought I would retire from
anchoring TV news, but the Lord had
another plan. In 1986, the management of
WJLA -TV Channel 7 in Washington, D.C.
decided to downsize and I was one of the
casualties. It could not have come at a worse
time. My husband has stopped practicing
medicine to enter into Haitian politics. He
wanted to be president of Haiti after Baby
Doc was forced to leave the country. A
series of events caused us to lose everything,
but in doing so, I discovered a wonderful
relationship with Jesus Christ. My entire
life turned around for the better. I had to
start over, but I had the strength, the hope
and help of Christ to sustain me. I thought
I would get another anchor job, but that was
not to be. That’s when I realized I was in
business for myself. While I don’t sit in the
news chair every day anymore, I still use
all of my gifts and talents to be in business.
I still do a lot of voice over work and on
camera productions. I am now a speaker
and emcee for large corporate, government

and non-profit organizations. My company
provides a lot of training and instruction in
the Communications field. My goal is to help
others become an effective communicator.
My clients may work on improving their
image, speaking to large or small groups or
they are learning how to deal with the news
media. Just recently, a colleague of mine and
I just finished writing a new book entitled,
“The ABC’s of Media: Turning Negative
News into Positive Press”. We have a series
of books that we will be writing to address
the issues that professionals face in the
marketplace.
Fahari: What are your future plans?
Doris: My passion has been to reach
those who do not know Jesus Christ with
the message of the Gospel. I am looking
forward to going on Mission’s trips to other
countries, as well as reaching people right
here in America. I am always thinking
about Eternity. The 60, 70, even 90 years
we may live on this earth is a drop in the
bucket in comparison to Eternity. I have a
few other books in me and I look forward to
finishing one and starting some others. Life
is very full and very satisfying. I know that
I am truly blessed of the Lord!
We sincerely wish Doris’s dream to be
fulfilled. As both Regina and Doris candidly
indicated earlier,the sad story invariably
impacted in fragile senses of humaneness,
triggering grief and emotions on those that
watched the “Brown Babies” film.
Though agonizing and trying, the end
result surely produced a triumphant spirit
for Doris and the other sisters and brothers,
who were fortunate enough to tell their true
stories.
The bounty of praises and admiration that
the producers were showered with by the
audience remains a genuine testimony to
their courage and loyalty to their professions.
This, in turn, will be a living and shining
exemplary role that would surely awaken
others to pursue the trajectory. It is a wise
thought on the part of the producers that
the project is only the beginning of much to
follow. It is equally pertinent to stress that
the technology, the finance and the budget

required to produce such a huge
project calls for a concerted effort.
We highly commend Ms.
Regina Griffin for this great
initiative to produce such a powerful
documentary film. It is also worth
mentioning two other professionals,
without whose professional support
the documentary wouldn’t have been
a success. The Emmy Award-winning
Co-producer and Editor Charles E.
Willams, Jr., who has worked in the
film and television industry for over
25 years. Williams currently works
for CBS Television in New York City.
New York in Black &White, Deﬁning
Moments and Bringing Home Rosie
are among Charles William’s works.
And the Executive Film Composer/
Music Scorer for “Brown Babies”
is Bobby Burwell. He has a long
working relationship with the Soul
Work Entertainment, Lionsgate
Films and Tyler Perry Productions
providing music for the films Why
Did I Get Married (2006) and The
Family That Preys (2008). Burwell
studied piano as a child and provides
different genres and styles of
music from early German classical
overtures to contemporary urban
rhythms.
We are delighted to express
our felicitation for the deserved
recognition of the”Brown Babies”
film at the 2011 American Black
Film Festival. We would like to
hasten by adding our appreciation
and commendation for a job
well-done and encourage the
determination on the part of
the producers to go ahead with
similar everlasting projects.

The Karamu House
Karamu House is the one of the
oldest black theater companies.
Founded in 1915 and located
in Cleveland, Ohio the theater
company got its name from
the Swahili word Karamu,
meaning “a place of feasting and
enjoyment.”

Founded by Russel and Rowena
W. Jeliffe, a couple who were
students of Oberlin College in
Oberlin, Ohio Karamu House
has developed a reputation for
nurturing black actors. Famous
African-American
playwrights,
whose works were produced by the
Karamu Theater, include Langston
Hughes (1902-1967), Zora Neale
Hurston (1891-1960) and Lorraine
Hansberry (1930-1965). Today
Karamu House offers art experiences
for people of all ages through a
variety of programs and explores a
broad range of the African-American
experience through its programs.

Source: Ebony Magazine (1981
edition), Mail Online’’The
Brown Babies Project’’;
emPOWER Magazine
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fahari history
First Afro-American
Classical Music
Composer

An Indefatigable Journey to
Discover the True History of
Black People
Richly endowed with minerals and replete
with genuine cultural artifacts, Africa is a
mosaic of diverse cultures and traditional
mores that has the prerogative to call the
shots as pertains to research and academic
discoveries. Indeed, Africa as the source
of human civilization and the sacred place
of the multitude of ancient traditions and
the birthplace of humanity deserves the
unbounded attention and focus.
Although Africa has been to-date pictured
as the centerpiece of war, backwardness
and famine, perennially looking for doles
and handouts from the West by some
quarters, who claim to be “authorities” on
the continent, on the contrary, historical
discoveries and scientific findings buttressed
by literary and artistic evidence have
indelibly corroborated that Africa is, indeed,
the bastion of human civilization and the
womb of human beings.
True to this dictum, how many of us, who
claim to have descended from true African
ancestry ever questioned the distorted and
often biased interpretation and presentation
of the continent’s rich history and archives?
Have we ever raised the question as to why
historians and experts on Africa have thus
far, mainly been expatriates? It is important
to mention that some of Africa’s sons and
daughters have exerted effort to tell the
Continent’s historic and cultural treasures,
even though a lot more needs to be done.
Pioneering among such people is
Anthony (Tony) Browder, a Chicago-born
author, publisher, educational consultant
and cultural historian, whose interest in
African history began after college, when
he discovered that the ancient Egyptians
were black. “Throughout my childhood, I
developed a love for reading and learned
that people of European ancestry had created
everything of significance”, Browder notes.
“The idea of anything of value coming out of
Africa was foreign to my thinking. It wasn’t
until I graduated from college that I began
to become aware how little I knew about
African and African-American history.”

He was the first African-American to
conduct a major American symphony.
His works were performed by the Berlin
Philharmonic Orchestra, the London
Symphony Orchestra, the Tokyo
Philharmonic Orchestra and the BBC
Orchestra. He was the first AfricanAmerican to have an opera performed
on national United States Television.

Anthony Browder - Director IKG Cultural Resources
Center and ASA Restoration Project

With this in mind Tony Browder
embarked on a journey of exploring
the real African history. He made his
first trip to Africa, Egypt in 1980 and
founded the Institute of Karmic
Guidance (IKG) in 1981. Through
IKG, Mr. Browder conducts
lectures, seminars, publishes his
research and coordinates study
tours. He has devoted more than
three decades researching ancient
history, culture, science and
philosophy. Tony has made 55
trips to Africa in the past decades
and has shared his new-found
knowledge of African history
with audiences throughout the
area.
Tony’s first book, “From the
Browder File”, written in 1989
has been a consistent best seller
ever since. He also wrote several
significant publications, which
are currently used in schools and
universities around the world.
“Nile Valley’s Contributions
to Civilization” written in 1992
is among his publications. Tony
has been educating many about
the genuine African history, its
historic treasures, artifacts and
sites through educational tours,
field trips, conferences and
workshops that have largely
changed peoples’ perception
with regard to the continent and
their ancestry.

William Grant Still, the son of two teachers
was born in Woodville, Mississippi in May
1895.
William had great interest in music since his
early childhood. At the age of 15, he started
violin lessons and then taught himself to play
the clarinet, saxophone, oboe, double bass,
cello and viola.
In order to fulfill his mother’s wish, William
Still went to Wilberforce University in Ohio and
pursued a Bachelor of Science degree program,
where he also conducted the university band
and started to compose and to do orchestrations.
In 1934, Still received his first Guggenheim
Fellowship in 1934 he began working on the first
of his eight operas. William Grant Still, a.k.a.
“the Dean of African-American composers” has
composed more than 150 classical music pieces.
He was the first African-American to have his
own symphony and the first to have an opera
performed by a major opera company. Still also
arranged music for films. He died in 1978 at the
age of 83 Los Angeles.
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The practice of ululation
(ililta)
A folklore practice performed in
different parts of the world, ululation
is a wavering, high-pitched vocal
sound created by flapping the tongue in
expression of joy or grief.
In Africa, the practice of ululation
is common in most cultures. It is
gender-specific, though, in the sense
that solely women perform it. In
South Africa, women ululate to give
praises at weddings, when good news
is shared in a place of gathering, even
in churches. In East Africa, ululation
(ililta) is performed by worshipers in
the Ethiopian and Eritrean Orthodox
Churches,
on
weddings
(when
welcoming the bride and groom), to
celebrate child birth, private and official
ceremonies. In North Africa, reference
to ululation appears on the inscription
of the pyramid text of Unas (on the West
Wall of the Corridor – section XIIII) and
of Pepi (in the Spells for Entering the
Akhet). Libyan women are known for
uttering this sound sweetly. Ululation is
also incorporated in African music styles;
e.g. in Morocco’s Mizrahi music style,
ululation known as barwala or youyou is
performed, while Shona music in Zimbabwe
and Amhara songs/dance (iskissta) in
Ethiopia are accompanied by ululation,
where it is a form of audience participation
, along with clapping and call-and-response.
Ululation is also performed during times of
grief, at mourning and funeral ceremonies
(e.g. Dorze ethnic group in Southern Ethiopia
ululate and rejoice when bidding farewell to the
dead). On the other hand, people who do not
come from ululating cultures consider ululation
as nothing, but a disruptive noise.

Anthony Browder is the first
African-American to fund and
coordinate an archaeological
dig in Egypt and has led five
archaeological expeditions to Egypt
since 2009. He is also the director
of the ASA Restoration Project, a
non-profit funding the excavation and
restoration of the 25th dynasty tomb
of Karakhamun in Luxor, Egypt.
Tony Browder’s three-decades of
study have led him to the conclusion
that ancient Africans were the
architects of civilization and developed
the rudiments of what has become the
scientific, religious and philosophical
backbone of mankind. It is from this
framework that his Institute of Karmic
Guidance has concentrated its research
and disseminated its findings. Among
Tony’s numerous lecture topics, we
thought it would be ideal to mention
the following FACTS he listed in
lecture, entitled “The Restoration of
African Ancestral Memory”:

FACT NUMBER ONE:

Africans Were the First Human
Beings on Earth
The latest scientific evidence
compiled by archaeologists and
geneticists conclusively proves
that the first Homo Sapien Sapien
lived in Africa over 200,000 years
ago. It was these people who
left their homeland over a series
of migrations and eventually
populated the entire planet. The
oldest skeletal remains of humans
have only been found in Africa
and geneticists have proven that
every person on earth carries
within their genes the DNA of
these earliest African humans.
The implication of these
historical truths are profound;
they simply mean that every
person on this planet is of
African descent.

FACT NUMBER TWO:
The World’s Oldest
Documented Civilization
Developed in Africa

It stands to reason that if
humanity began in Africa, we
would also find evidence that
civilization began in Africa,as
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Tony with daughter Atlantis in one of chambers of the tomb
of Karakhamoun, Egypt

well. A new truth that is slowly being
revealed is that the first Homo Sapien Sapien
developed in East Africa in the Nile River
Valley (around 4000 BC) in the ancient
nations of Kush and Kemet (now known
as Sudan and Egypt). It is in this region of
Africa that archeologists have found the
earliest evidence of writing, architecture,
science, religion, law, astronomy, art and
government. The pyramids, temples,
monuments and tombs that were built in
Kemet and Kush thousands of years ago
are silent witnesses of the ancient African
civilizations that flourished along the banks
of the Nile River. The ancient Greeks were
the first Europeans to visit Kemet with any
regularity and they documented their travels.
The pyramids were almost 2000 years old
when they first came into Kemet to study
architecture, philosophy, geometry and
medicine. Through the modern falsification
of ancient history, we have been taught to
believe that Egypt is not in Africa and that
Europeans and Arabs traveled hundreds of
miles from their homeland into the Nile
Valley and created an ancient civilization
thousands of years before their ancestors
were born. No logical mind can ever accept
that.

FACT NUMBER THREE:
African Were Not Slaves

I admit that this statement is mindboggling to the average person who is
accustomed to thinking of Africans and
Negroes as slaves. The truth of the matter
is that Africans were human beings, who
were stripped of their humanity when they
were enslaved by Europeans over 400 years
ago. After Columbus’s discovery of the
New World in 1492, Portugal and Spain
began looking to Africa to provide and in
the supply of free labor, to build what would
later become North and South America.
Over the course of 444 years every European
nation, except Russia, participated in the
“world’s first international business–The
European Slave Trade of African people”.

Over 50 million African men, women
and children lost their lives, or spent
the rest of their lives in servitude to
people who considered themselves as
the “founding fathers of freedom and
liberty.”
The en-slavers fabricated
lies about Africans; i.e. that Africans
had never known history, culture or
civilization. These lies were perpetuated
by teachers and theologians and used as
justification for the inhumane treatment
of Africans. For over four centuries,
Europeans convinced Africans, by force
and coercion, that these lies were true.
This act of social engineering is the
greatest example of identity theft the
world has ever known.”
It is appropriate to surmise at this
crucial juncture that Tony’s campaign
of finding out the true history is based
on tangible evidence and facts. For
example, his guided tours of the city
of Washington D.C., known as “Egypt
on the Potomac” are genuinely and
irrefutably presented.
During one of Tony’s such tours
of Washington, D.C. he explains to
the group of people: “It is clear to
the trained observer that symbols
and mythologies hatched thousands
of years ago on the banks of the Nile
River influenced the layout and design
of this capital city. The laying of the
cornerstone at new buildings and
the repetition in local architecture of
Egyptian pyramids indicated that the
founders and designers of Washington,
D.C were influenced by ideas first used
in Africa ”.
In a report published on the
Washington Post in September 2005,the
Post’s reporter Robert E. Pierre wrote
that these trips are aimed to educate
and show the Egyptian influence to
participants through a tour of the
Nation’s Capital.
“This Monument is a copy of
a 6,000-year-old memorial that
honored the resurrection of Ausar,
an African god”, Browder was quoted
as saying, pointing to the Washington
Monument. The Masonic Temples
along 16th Street NW, the Scottish Rite
Temple in the 2800 block and the House
of the Temple in the 1700 block are
modeled after those in ancient Egypt or
Kemet. Ancient influences and replicas
of pyramids and obelisks can be seen
all over the Mall. Most people don’t

Striking similarities of the Washington Monument
(left) and the ancient Karnak Tekenu monument in
Egypt (above)

know that this is part of a deliberate
effort to obscure the contributions of
black people to America, something
that began as soon as slaves arrived and
continues today”.
Tony’s goal for black Americans, in
particular, is to understand that what
they were taught is not necessarily the
whole truth and that unearthing reality
requires vigilance and hard work. “We
are written out of history”, says Tony.
“Tourists leave this city wondering
what is wrong with black folks, never
knowing the role that we have played in
the creation of this great city. We have
to tell our story.”
Tony insists that black people should
understand that their ancestors provided
the United States of America with much
more than labor. “Our story does not
begin in slavery, but thousands of years
earlier. The Nation’s founding fathers
incorporated African culture into the
capital of the world’s most rich and
powerful nation. It was good enough
for them, it should be good enough for
you;” says Tony. He mentioned one of
the stories about Benjamin Banneker, a
black man who was part of the team that
conducted the survey for Washington
City before it was built. But Banneker
gets less credit than Pierre Charles
L’Enfant, who quit the project and was
bailed out by Banneker. But L’Enfant
has a plaza (L’Enfant Plaza) named for
him and Banneker a tiny park nearby.
Tony Browder who has been admired
by many for telling the true story of
people of African descent. He is a
living testament to the towering, yet

buried history of the men and women
of African ancestry and truly deserves
to be revered by all, especially those of
us who were bereft of our glittering and
glorious past.
Tony describes himself as a chronicler
of facts and information related to the
positive portrayal of the worldwide
African experience and is confident
that the story he tells is based on facts
and evidences. His popular lecture
topics include: “Finding Karakhamun:
The Collaborative Discovery of a
Lost Tomb”;“Nile Valley Civilization
Contributions
to
Civilization”;
“Countering the Brainwashing of
Black Youth”; “A Critical Analysis of
African Americans in the Media”; “The
Economics of Cultural Memory: Why
Black History Matters”; “Egypt on the
Potomac: Egyptian Architecture and
Symbolism in Washington, D.C.” and
“Racism 101:What it is, How it Affects
You and How to Overcome It”.
We had an interesting discussion with
him. Here it is.
Fahari: You wrote that you had very
little knowledge about African and
African-American history as a child. Do
you remember the incident that helped
you realize this fact?
Tony: I graduated from college in
1974 with no knowledge of African
history and little knowledge of AfricanAmerican history. My cultural ‘Journey
to Enlightenment’ began in 1974 when
I took a class on African spirituality at
the Temple of Gyname, taught by Nana
Kwabena Brown, an Akhan Priest.
You see, Negro History Week would
not become Black History Month for
another 2 years. So, I had to take the
initiative and learn about my own
history after I realized that I knew
everything about the history of others,
but little or nothing about my own story
as a person of African ancestry.
Fahari: You are the first AfricanFahari /
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American to lead an African
archaeological expedition to Egypt.
What prompted you to be a pace setter
in this regard? What was accomplished
during this expedition?
Tony: I have been traveling to Egypt
since 1980 and began conducting annual
study tours to Egypt in 1987. Since
2009, I have been leading excavations
of mission members, who are helping
to restore the tomb of Karakhamun
(a 25th dynasty priest of Amun at
Karnak Temple). I now realize that
everything I have done since 1974 has
been preparing me for this important
work. We have taken 40 people on
five missions between 2009-2011 and
currently have 51 people signed up
for our 2012 mission. We established
the ASA Restoration Project, a 501 (c)
(3) organization, to raise funds and
recruit mission members. Since 2008,
we have completed the excavation
of two large rooms and unearthed
six burial chambers within the tomb.
Last summer we discovered evidence
linking Karakhamun to King Shabaka,
and we discovered new rooms leading
to the non-excavated temple portion of
his tomb which I feel, holds many new
discoveries for us this summer.
Fahari: You have made 55 trips
to Africa, 47 of which were to Egypt.
Why is Egypt your most-frequented
destination?
Tony: Ancient Egypt, also known
as Kemet, is the oldest documented
civilization known to mankind. It is an
African civilization, which has been
interpretive by non-Africans for over
200 years. The world has been taught
that Egypt is not in Africa and ancient
Egypt (Kemet) was not established
by indigenous Africans. This gross
miscarriage of historic justice represents
the oldest case of identity theft ever
recorded. I became aware of this reality
when I first visited Egypt in 1980. I
saw with my own eyes information
which had been denied to me all my life
and I made a promise that I would do
everything within my power to record
our true history and share it with as
many people as possible throughout the
world.
Fahari: Which other African
countries you have visited, apart from
Egypt have impressed you most? Why?
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Symbol of the Great Seal (American Eagle)

Ancient Egyptian symbol of Heru (Falcon) from the Nile
Valley times

Tony: I made a brief trip to Ethiopia
in 1985 and have longed to return to
deepen my studies, for I truly believe
Ethiopia to be the mother of ancient
Egypt. My daughter and I visited South
Africa in 1997 and found that to be a
fascinating country. We journeyed to
Ghana, Senegal and Gambia in 1992
and fell in love with the people and
cultures, which were so similar to
our own. Almost 100% of American
Africans can trace their ancestry back to
West Africa. I have traveled all over the
world but I found travel so essential to
my becoming a “Born Again African”.
By studying West African history I am
discovering that civilizations in Ghana,
Mali, Nigeria and Senegal have traced
their ancestry back to the Nile Valley
through four migrations that occurred
between 400 B.C. and 800 A.C. It is my
desire to seek out the cultural unity of
Africa and not the fragmented nations
and people that are still struggling to
recover from centuries of enslavement
and colonization.
Fahari: Two non-African countries,
i.e Brazil and Mexico were part of your
itinerary. Was the reason you visited
these countries related to your research?
Tony: On the contrary, when you
study world history you discover
that Brazil and Mexico are two very
African countries. Brazil has over 80
million Africans, the largest population
of Africans outside of Africa. Even
though they were brought there during
the Portuguese period of enslavement,
genetically, the black and brown people
there are more African than European.
The late scholar, Dr. Ivan Van Sertima,
author of the 1977 publication “They
Came Before Columbus” informed

us that Africans from the Nile Valley
(Kemet) traveled to Mexico between
1200 and 600 B.C. That black historical
fact means that Africans were in the
Americas at least 2,500 years before the
birth of Columbus. They left evidence
of their presence in the form of over 20
massive carved heads found throughout
Mexico and countries to the south. They
were known as the “Olmec” and were
the people who introduced religion,
agriculture, pyramid and temple
construction into this region of the
world. So you see, the study of African
history cannot be limited to Africa. It
must be researched everywhere African
people have lived as free and enslaved
people.
Fahari: The ASA Restoration
Project’s promotional post card reads;
“Dedicated to the restoration of the
Kushite presence in Kemet and the
Preservation of the Legacy of Dr. Asa
G. Hilliard III.” Would you please
introduce Dr. Asa Hilliard with Fahari
readers and why this project was
dedicated to him?
Tony: Dr. Asa G. Hilliard, III was
a third generation American-African
educator. He was also a psychologist
and scholar of Nile Valley Studies, who
took thousands of educators on annual
study tours to Egypt for over two
decades. Dr. Hilliard was the co-founder
of ASCAC the (Association for the
Study of Classical African Civilization).
I am pleased to have known him as a
dear friend. He wrote the introduction to
my first book “From the Browder File,”
and he died in Cairo, Egypt in 2007
after delivering the opening keynote
address at the ASCAC conference. Dr.
Hilliard had such a profound impact on

me and countless others and I decided
to honor him by naming the excavation
project in his memory. There is an
African proverb that says: “The dead
will continue to live as long as the living
speak their names.” This is our way of
ensuring that the name of Asa Hilliard
III will live forever. I know of no better
way to honor a distinguished son of
Africa. At the same time we remember
Asa, we are also ensuring that we
preserve the memory of Karakhamun
and his Kushite ancestors. I have
learned that preserving the memories
of one’s ancestors is one of the most
important displays of Freedom.
Fahari: You are currently engaged
in the excavation, restoration and
conservation of the 25th Dynasty tomb
of Karakhamun in Luxur, Egypt. Please
say a few words about Karakhamun and
why chose to excavate this particular
tomb, whereas there are many tombs in
ancient Kemet?
Tony:
Among
contemporary
Egyptologists (American, European and
Arabic) they believe that the only blacks
to rule ancient Egypt were the Kushites
from the south (modern Sudan), and that
all the other periods of ancient Egypt
were ruled by “white” or at least nonblack people. The ancient Greeks said
that the Egyptians were black when they
began visiting there around 500 B.C. In
1974 two African Egyptologists, Cheik
Anta Diop and Theophile Obenga,
presented 13 pieces of evidence at an
international meeting of Egyptologists
in Cairo who gathered to debate the race
of the ancient Egyptians. Drs. Diop and
Obenga were met with stunned silence.
Their evidence could not be challenged
so it was simply ignored.
When my colleague, Dr. Elena
Pischikova, discovered the tomb of
Karakhamun in 2001 she was aware
that it contained crucial evidence that
could prove a connection between
Kush and Kemet and she was ignored.
When I met her in 2008 I understood the
importance of her discovery and began
raising funds to support her efforts.
The tomb of Karakhamun is the
second Kushite tomb but in Kemet and
the largest and most decorated Kushite
tomb found to date. Restoring this tomb
will help us restore the history of Kemet
while telling the story of their Kushite
cousins.

Fahari: Tell us a little bit about your
“Egypt on the Potomac” field trip. What
is the reaction of participants?
Tony: I created the “Egypt on
the Potomac” Field trip in 1986 to
demonstrate the architectural and
historical influences on the creation of
Washington, DC and to tell the history of
a people, who have been written out of
the respectable commentary of human
history. We have conducted hundreds of

educate them and teach them to embrace
pornography as entertainment. If we
truly love our children we will see to
it that they are taught their history and
that they learn to respect their ancestors
and themselves. This is the only way we
can insure that future generations will
inherit a world worth living.
Fahari: Are you satisfied with what
you have accomplished in the past three
decades in your effort of educating

Atlantis, wearing a dress designed by Tony based on his idea of what an African princess might wear.

field trips since 1986 and people taking
this 3-hour activity are awestruck upon
discovering the “secrets hidden in plain
sight” we reveal to them.
Fahari: What is your observation
about the perception of the young
generation, both here in the United
States and back in Africa about their
ancestral background and identity?
Tony:
Many young people of
African ancestry around the world are
miseducated because their parents,
teachers and ministers have been
miseducated. People only know what
they have been taught, and many young
people are lost because their parents
were/are lost. Many of today’s youth
are rebelling, because we have allowed
the children of our historical enemies to

peoples of African descent about their
ancestors’ history?
Tony: I am pleased with the progress
I have made over the past 30 years, but
there is so much more that I want to do.
Whatever I don’t finish in this lifetime I
plan to continue in the next.
Fahari: Are there institutions or
individuals who supported your cause
that you would like to thank?
Tony: I have to acknowledge Mary
and Eddie Walker (my grandparents),
Anne and Atlantis Browder (my mother
and daughter), Asa Hilliard, Ivan Van
Sertima, Dr. Ben, John Henrik Clarke,
John G. Jackson, Charshee McIntyre,
Listervelt Middleton, Leonard and
Rosalind Jeffries, Tom Burrell and my
wife Janice. Of course, this is just the tip
Fahari /
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of the iceberg and you will need another
two pages if I continued to list the names
of everyone upon whose shoulders I
stand.
What
has
been
astonishingly
marvelous has been the ability of Tony to
pass what he truly believed to the present
generation by practically transitioning
his beliefs to his own daughter and
inheritor par excellence.
Atlantis Tye Browder is Tony’s
daughter. Now 29, Atlantis was born in
Maryland and educated in Washington,
D.C. Tony raised Atlantis as a single
parent from the time she was 4 years
old, started teaching her African history
and took her on her first trip to Africa
when she was 7 years old. Atlantis
studied History at Hampton and Bowie
State Universities and currently teaches
at Maya Angelou Public Charter School
in D.C. She assists her father with his
work at Institute of Karmic Guidance
(IKG). She coordinates his speaking
engagements and his “Egypt on the
Potomac” filed trips of Washington, D.C.
She has participated in two excavations
in Luxor, Egypt as a representative of
ASA Restoration Project.
Atlantis has traveled to Egypt, South
Africa, Brazil and Mexico, studying
African culture and lectured with her
father in England, the Caribbean and
throughout the United States.
Her fist book, entitled “My First Trip
to Africa” and co-authored by her father
was published a year after her first trip to
Africa. When she was 12 years old, her
second book, which documented her trip
to West African countries, i.e. Ghana,
Senegal, Gambia and Ivory Coast was
published.
It can’t be lost on anybody, who
watches while Atlantis Browder delivers
a routine lecture on the vast treasures of
the African descent to witness the depth
of knowledge that she erudite at this early
age. The good-nurtured Atlantis with
decency and insight gives the impression
that she has really inherited the wisdom
and farsightedness of her father.
Drawn by her captivating behavior we
ventured into talking to her which she
graciously concurred.
Fahari: How do you describe your
father’s effort to educate you about your
ancestry and history at the tender age?
Atlantis: I am so thankful that my
father encouraged me to love my African
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self and learn about my history and
culture. It has helped me to become
an independent thinker and doer, and
understand my role in continuing the
legacy of my African ancestors.
Fahari: What is it that you like most
about him as a father and as a researcher/
historian?
Atlantis: My father has an amazing
gift that allows him to explain complex
information in a very simple, but
exciting manner. As a child, I thought
my father was a genius, or like a walking
encyclopedia. He is so intelligent, and
much of that is due to the fact that he is
an avid reader.
Fahari: I was among the audience
who attended your presentation at the
2011 Kwanzaa-Nia night in Washington,
D.C, which included Power Point
images, depicting exact replicas of
ancient Kemet’s monuments and statues,
erected in the Nation’s Capital, London
etc. How did you feel the first time you
learned about this fact?
Atlantis: At a very young age, I
understood that much of African history
and culture had been rewritten and/or
stolen by non-Africans, so when I learn
of such discoveries, I’m not necessarily
shocked, but I feel even more proud to
be a descendant of African people. I also
become excited to share this information
with others.
Fahari: At this very young age, you
have written two books, appeared on
several public speakings, traveled a lot
and participated in excavation projects,
etc. Based on your experience, is there
any message you would like to convey to
today’s youth, especially young women?
Atlantis: I want to encourage young
people strive for excellence in education
and to learn about the positive aspects
of African history, in order to make a
personal connection and understand that it
is okay to embrace Africa and be African.
In fact, when you embrace your true
African self, you no longer feel the need
to live according to what society or the
media tells you about how to dress, talk
or think. Dare to be different!! Leaders
dare to be different! Trendsetters dare to
be different! Musicians and writers dare
to be different!! We come from a long
line of nation builders, spiritual leaders,
musicians, masons, healers, and so much
more. Our ancestors are waiting for us to
continue the work that they started.

I believe it’s important for young
women to understand that our homes,
communities, schools, and nation will
not change until we demand respect.
In order to demand respect, women
must model the behavior and speech we
wish to see and hear. When we listen to
music or watch movies that denigrate
women, then we say it is okay to refer to
a female as a sexual object. Where have
we gone wrong? We seem to tolerate
subhuman behavior from those that we
admire or love. It is the young women,
who will play a major role in reinventing
a more positive world view of “black”
women, as that of speaking, loving, kind,
nurturing, modest, responsible, spiritual,
and respectful beings. Ask yourself,
“How do you want to be remembered
when you leave this Earth?”
Fahari: What is your future dream,
Atlantis?
Atlantis: I dream of opening a familyoriented educational/community center
where youth and adults can participate in
workshops and activities that explore art,
music, history/culture, self-development,
financial/business management, and
other areas that promote self-sufficiency,
community building/involvement, etc.
Community residents would have to
commit to monthly programs in order
to have unlimited and free access to
recreational activities. I would like to
replicate this center in neighborhoods
throughout the city, while also catering
to the specific needs of the citizens in
each community.
We wish to underline the need to
create a new generation full of vision
and dream of the inseparable link
between the past and the present. It is
pertinent in juxtaposition the exemplary
role that Tony has demonstrated. Viewed
from this angle, it behooves upon every
one of us to shoulder the responsibility
of sharpening the next generation to
steadfastly carry the lot of building a
shining future Africa, which evinces
pride and confidence of its past history.
What we have learnt from our guests is
that we have to be vigilant and patriotic
to stand for our true past and not allow
others to distort our history and let
them wallow us in the web of biases
and falsity which is alien to us and does
least contribute to define our future
representation.

Artist Terry Tabor specializes in portraits modern arts of African-American
Culture, floral, nature and abstract paintings on silk and canvas.

To order original paintings or prints or for art studio visits, please contact the Artist!

301.675.4025
www.silkbyterry.webs.com / expressionsbyterry04@ymail.com
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AFRICA, MY AFRICA
Africa, my Africa
Africa, my Motherland
Mother of Fatherland
Childless you went almost
But He that intervened
The God of all nations.
Africa, my Africa
Mother of nations great
Nigeria in the west
Ethiopia in the east
Remains with labor pangs
You brought them forth.
Africa, my Africa
Father of Egyptologists to the north, be so planted
And Zimbabwe, the south remains
And for Africa that mothered them all.
Africa, my Africa
Your discovery had brought you pains
Children and grandchildren

To the great sea you lost
Continents with them were fed.
Africa, my Africa
In vain labor no more
Loose a child, but to no one
Your great nations do protection
For He shall intervene, when you cry for help.
Toris Okotie
Nigerian poet (1985- present)

STILL I RISE, AND STILL I RISE
Bringing the gifts that my ancestors gave,
I am the dream and the hope of the slave.
I rise, I rise, I rise.
Dr. Maya Angelou,
African-American poet, author (1928-present)

fahari quotations
“The drums of Africa still beat in my heart. They will
not let me rest while there is a single Negro boy or girl
without a chance to prove his worth.”

“Fire devours the grass, but not the roots.”

Mary McLeod Bethune (1875-1955)
African-American author,educator and civil rights leader

“The main thing is the YOU beneath the clothes and skin
– the ability to do, the will to conquer, the determination
to understand and know this great wonderful, curious world.”

“It is not where you are, but what you do there that matters.”
Swahili Proverb (Kenya,Tanzania)

“The civilization of the twentieth century cannot be
universal except by being a dynamic synthesis of all the
cultural values of all civilizations. It will be monstrous
unless it is seasoned with the salt of negritude,for it will
be without the savor of humanity.”
Dr. Leopold Sedar Senghor (1906-2001)
Senegalese poet, cultural theorist, former President & co
founder of “Negritude” a movement that distinctly promotes
African cultural values and aesthetics
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Ewe Proverb (Nigeria)

William Edward Burghart - WEB Dubois (1868-1963)
African-American historian, Pan-Africanist and Editor of
NAACP’s journal “The Crisis”

“Little by little, the bird makes its nest.”
Haitian proverb

“Treat the world well, it was not given to you by your
parents. It was lent to you by your children.”
Kenyan proverb

Business & Arts
Seamless Work Ethic Jettisoned
with Big Dream

T

here is not an iota of doubt to the
accepted fact that development
is a result of hard-won gains.
To ascertain this axiom suffice it to
enumerate the multitude of individuals,
social groups and nations, that stand tall
as a telling evidence and an enduring
testimony to the above-cited assertion.
To excel in life the proven panacea
is to honor one’s job. It is a foregone
conclusion to observe that today’s
world is a sine qua non consequence of
generations of transformative hard work.
Knowledge attained through formal
education or endowed by God remains
devoid of beauty and spiritual strength
unless they are bolstered by hard work
and requisite attendant discipline.
In this regard suffice it to state that
the world has witnessed individuals
that had the attributes of far-reaching
vision put into practice yielding amazing
consequences in the wake of successive
generations bestowing benevolence and
achieving startling results that brilliantly
shine indefinitely.
We have found it succinct and
appropriate at this juncture to introduce
to you in this edition such a workaholic of
extra-ordinary caliber of work. Needless
to say the indelible motto of Chase the
Dream Culture, Arts & Beauty, being
the promotion of culture, history and
literature we trek rain or shine in quest of
knowledge, art and aesthetics.
Back in Fall 2011, we had the privilege
of attending a business reception at an
Art Gallery in Washington D.C,where
we had the chance to talk to our guest
of this column, Ms. Juanita Britton who
is affectionately known as “Busy Bee”
for her devotion to hard work. When
we entered the reception hall, Juanita,
emblazoned with African attire and
jewelry and African braids welcomed us
with a broad smile. We complimented
her for her wholeness and swiftly shot
the question, “What is the purpose of
the festivity?”, in a bid to kick off our
interview. She retorted by saying that
the event was punctuated to tally with
her much-anticipated sojourn to Africa

Ghana where,according to the tradition
of Konko Village,she will be installed
“Queen Mother” in recognition of her
contribution to the community.
A business woman, an art promoter,
public relations expert and philanthropist,
“Busy Bee” wears many hats that define
her hard work and discipline. She
graduated with a Bachelor of Arts in
International Relations and Education
from Western Michigan University in
Kalamazoo, Michigan. She returned to
Detroit and taught in high school for a
year prior to moving to Washington, D.C.
where she attended Howard University
earning a Master’s in Public Affairs,
followed by a competitive internship
in the Office of the United States Trade
Representative during the Reagan
Administration. Furthermore, she has
held positions overseas with the US State
Department in Dakar, Senegal.
Juanita’s first business at the age of ten
was selling lemonade in the corner of her
family home in Detroit. By the time she
was 13, she farmed out the cookie-cutter
operation to six neighborhood corner.
At 15, she became business manager of
a high school social club and planned
dances, trips and even concerts with
several national acts. At 16, she was
head cashier at her neighborhood Mc
Donalds and at 17, she coordinated and
paid for her first solo international trip
as an exchange student to a Womens’
University in Seoul, South Korea. A
driven entrepreneur, Busy Bee operates
several business ventures. The popular
annual East Coast BZB Holiday Gift &
Art Show, her brainchild started a little
over two decades ago brings artisans,
designers and entrepreneurs to sell their
products to holiday shoppers each year
around Christmas time.
Through her parent company, BZB
International, Juanita owns and operates
the Anacostia Art Gallery & Boutique in
Southeast Washington, D.C. She also
conducts educational and recreational
travel services through BZB International
Tours, a program that educates young
people by exposing them to aviation
and airport retail industries. She is a
partner and Senior Vice President of
Paradies-BZB DC LLC, a company

that operates retail stores in Washington
metropolitan area airports. She works
with over 100 employees on publication
and merchandise, customer service,
team building and community outreach
projects. Ms. Britton enjoys working with
aspiring entrepreneurs, rural women in
micro-economic development projects,
artists and merchants from around
the world. She partners with Cardinal
Resources of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
and serves as its Managing Director for
Africa.
She spared us some time to discuss
her life and multi-faceted activities upon
her return from Ghana, after attending a
ceremony of her installation as “Queen
Mother” of Ghana’s Konko village in Fall
2011. Konko is a small farming village in
Ghana, located northeast of the capital,
Accra. The people of Konko expressed
their gratitude and respect to Juanita and
her commitment to them by extending
support to speed up the development
of the village. Britton has already put
$80,000 toward the purchase of an
American-made system that will pump
and filter 15,000 gallons of water a day.
Fahari: Who gave you the nickname
“Busy Bee”?
Juanita: It came from my Grandmother
who said when I was 2 years old - like all
babies I was into everything. What she
noticed was that I actually would go back
and finish the little “worker bee” mess
I’d started. Today we call this multitasking! The nickname stuck and today I
am known as “Busy Bee”.
Fahari: Who inspired you to start
business at a very young age?
Juanita: I loved to venture out at a
young age. I was always into something
different. In the third grade I recognized
that rather than give away the candy I
had in my lunch box, I could buy extra
and sell it. This ignited a entrepreneurial
spark. The next venture was
the
lemonade business. I saw a commercial
of a little kid selling lemonade in front
of his house in a wagon with a handwritten sign “Lemonade – 10cents! . It
must have struck me, because I don’t
even remember having ever tasted fresh
squeezed lemonade before I set-up my
business!
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Part of Juanita’s installation as Queen Mother in Ghana’s Konko village

Fahari:
When did you
start promoting African
arts in a gallery setting? How much is
African arts admired?
Juanita: What is now the gallery was
once my residence. I loved living up
on that hill and entertained a lot there
to draw folks to it. An African beacon
of art beckoning, beguiling tourists due
to its proximity to the Smithsonian
Museum of African-American culture
across the street from the gallery. I asked
my artistic friends to assist me in creating
a complete artistic experience within the
wall of this house The end result was
visitors clamoring for everything that
they saw. From the paintings on the
wall to the carvings, statues, artifacts and
unique furniture,
South African dishware, cutlery, hand
towels, the demand and interest was
enough for me to consider ordering
extra and selling it all!
Fahari: “The Goree Island-Almadies
Memorial” is listed among your clients.
What does the Memorial’s mission?
Juanita: That is a UNESCO-sanctioned
organization that I worked with on a
project to erect a memorial for Africa and
its Diaspora that met the fervent wish
expressed by Black intellectuals, writers
and artists from various continents. I
volunteered and spent money to assist
the coordination of a very arduous
process while working with officials
from the United Nations, government of
Senegal and committee members from
all around the world. This effort was to
build support, funding and final design
around the concept of “promotion of
human rights and better international
understanding - creating a place for
remembrance, inward reflection and
meditation on the slave trade which had
tragic consequences for the peoples of
Africa”.
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Fahari: Which
African countries
have you visited
and what is your
view about Africa’s
history, its people;
its natural and cultural
endowment, arts and beauty?
Juanita: I have visited 19
countries in Africa, so far. I am
looking forward to seeing them all.
I am chasing a friend and traveling
companion, Harold Cook,who has been
to 47 of the 54 African countries. I
have been to Senegal, Ghana, Ethiopia,
Gambia, Nigeria, Benin, Chad, Mali,
Burkina Faso, Ivory Coast, Cape Verde,
Swaziland, South Africa,
Guinea-Bissau,
Kenya,
Tanzania,
Zimbabwe, Morocco and Botswana.
What can I say? I love Africa and its
people.
Fahari: What type of businesses do you
have in Africa and in which countries?
Juanita: I have various projects in
Africa: First, a micro-loan service that
assists rural women. It is wonderful to see
these women being very conscientious
about repaying their loans on time. I
also have several ventures with small
women’s trade & craft cooperatives.
They provide merchandise for my
art gallery and in turn, we help them
generate income. This empowers them
and supports their communities and
families. I am the Managing Director
for Africa with Cardinal Resources
of Pittsburg, Pennsylvania. We have
interests in Nigeria, Senegal and Ghana.
We are working on delivering a mobile,
hi-tech, solar-powered, water filtration
system; the RED BIRD. This system will
cleanse 15,000 to 30,000 gallons of water
on a full day of sunshine. Our goal is to
also make this venture profitable. Clean
water is the new crude oil. At this time
the systems are set-up as demonstration
projects. The next phase will be to
take orders from governments, NGOs,
corporations, etc. Think about how most
people in the United States scramble for
purer drinking water beyond simple tap.
We pay for bottled and purified water
when we can get tap practically free. Our
goal is to help all those, who drink from
unsanitary wells, while they deserve
clean potable water. We believe that our
Red Bird System is the answer to the
need for increased production of clean

water to meet the population growth in
large cities.
Fahari: What spurred you to produce
your documentary “Random Acts of
Kindness: A Documentary of Giving” ?
Juanita: My special “Random Acts”
dream and the experience has led me to
give away money to peoples in Senegal,
South Africa and Swaziland. It is an
amazing film, people tell me that they
get emotional after viewing it and are
ready to save the world! For more info
about the “Random Acts” film and my
experience related to this project, visiting
the Random Acts Foundation website
www.bzbinternational.com will give one
a further insight.
Fahari:
You are a multi-tasker
managing several business ventures;
your Art Gallery, airport retail stores
and businesses here in Africa, non-profit
projects and more. Which, among these,
is your passion project?
Juanita: My passion project
is
building relationships with families
in rural Africa! I love seeing children
being exposed to new adventures and
opportunities beyond their everyday
existence, assisting women in making
income for their families, feeling
empowered and seeing their fulfillment.
That is my passion!
Fahari: You are always adorned in
traditional African attire, jewelry and
braided hair do. Any particular reason?
Juanita: African textiles are my love.
Couture and cutting-edge fashions
are my addiction. I love to paint my
face for special occasions and to adorn
myself with Afro-centric treasures. I will
continue to do this for the rest of my life,
this is who I am. My favorite designer
is Brenda Winstead of
DAMALI
AFRICAN WEAR, Washington, D.C.
Fahari: Can you please explain the role
of the King in Ghana’s Konko village?
Are there other kings in regions of
Ghana?
Juanita: Nana Mosi is the King of
Benkum Hene of Akropong Akwapem,
not just Konko Village. Konko Village
happens to be where his mother was
born. In Ghana, there are ROYAL
regions with specified areas, where
KINGS, Chiefs and sub-Chiefs are in
leadership and many Queen Mothers. I
am so honored to be one of those.
Fahari: What is the criteria to be
installed as “Queen Mother” in Ghana’s
Konko village?

Juantia: It is the duty of the King of
Konko to serve his community. And he
works hard to fulfill positions throughout
the kingdom with dedicated and capable
people,who will work to improve
the lives of those of his kingdom,
i.e. development, improvement of
educational opportunities, etc.
Fahari: Finally, please share
your opinion about our cultural
promotion project and its voice,
Fahari?
Juanita: You are exposing
various
peoples
throughout
the African Diaspora and the
world, to our inherent value,
culture, and beauty. I want you
to continue to do what you are
doing! We have a heightened
sense of awareness and selfworth when we are in touch with
the richness of our heritage. We
are a beautiful people. It shows
in the way we walk, talk, dance
and LIVE. Fahari Magazine
creates a visual that reflects the
beauty of who we are. When we
join hands to support, promote
and lift each other up, we
create a bridge that empowers,
educates, inspires and nurtures
our people. This bridge will
span generations, confirm our
presence and ensure continued
greatness in our future! Fahari
assures that we continue to
provide a global identification in
the DIASPORA that reflects our
ancestry and supports the bridge
for people of African descent
around the globe. Technology
allows us to bridge the gap that
the oceans once divided!
We thank Juanita “Busy Bee”
for the sharing her experience
with us. We trust that our brief,
but enlightening chat with her
will create the opportunity to
disentangle the secret of hard work,
which is spiritually enriching,
emotionally thrilling and ultimately
derives all-rounded satisfaction by
empowering everyone to stand tall as
contributing something beneficial to
our communities. Fahari would like to
hail Juanita’s unreserved role to make
a lasting difference for the betterment
of peoples’ lives. All the best in all your
endeavors, “Busy Bee” !

Juanita Britton-Busy Bee
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fahari fashion

Addie Tatum,Jewlery designer and owner of Elegant Jewels by Addie

H

umans have been producing and wearing jewelry for
a long time as a personal adornment. It is believed
that about a 100,000 years ago, beads from Nassarius
shells (nassa mud snails) were made. Apart from beads,
jewelry was made from materials that range from metal, wire,
wood, bones, fish vertebrae etc. Ancient Africans are believed
to be the first people to have worn jewelry made from snail
shells and beads made from ostrich egg shells dating back to
75,000 and 40,000 years in Blombo Cave on the Southern Cape
Coast of South Africa and at Enkapune Ya Muto in Kenya,
respectively. Depending on the culture and times, jewelry,
especially gold, has been worn by both men and women for
several other reasons other than personal adornment; i.e.to
display and store wealth, to show membership of and status of
a clan, for religious and marital status. In some cultures, gold
jewelry is given as wedding dowries. Worn in some cultures,
amulets are believed to provide protection or ward off evil.
The word “jewelry” is believed to have been Anglicized from
the Old French word “Joel”. Established jewelry making saw
the light of day in Africa around 5,000 years ago by Egyptians,
who made gold jewelry with colored glass and precious gems
in predominantly large workshops. Ancient Egyptian jewelers
preferred gold over other metals. The color of the jewelry had
significance; e.g. wearing jewelry with green stone symbolized
fertility.
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With this brief overview, we move on to the topic of the day,
which will focus “Costume Jewelry” type of jewelry that
came into being staring in the early 1930s. The term reflects
the use of the word “costume” to refer to what is called an
outfit, because “costume jewelry” is meant to complement a
particular fashion garment or costume. Originally, “costume
jewelry” or “fashion jewelry” was made of inexpensive
simulated gemstones, such as rhinestones or lucite, nickel,
silver or brass. On the contrary, modern costume jewelry
incorporates a wide range of materials, i.e. high end crystals,
semi-precious stones combined with metals such as gold or
silver-plated brass. Occasionally, vermeil or sterling silverplated metal, plastic, horn, acrylic, leather or wood are also
incorporated in some costume jewelry pieces.
In the middle of 20th century, the popularity of costume jewelry
increased and so did its production. This, undoubtedly, was a
great opportunity for jewelry designers to promote and market
their creations. The number of people using costume jewelry
to match their outfits and add glamor and elegance increased
tremendously. Both hand and machine-made jewelry of
different designs became popular and increased value over
time. Therefore, jewelry making became not only a worldwide practice, but also a lucrative business.
In this edition of
“Fahari Fashion”
column, we have
invited a costume
jewelry designer.
Our
guest
is
Owner of Elegant
Jewels by Addie,
Ms. Addie Tatum,
who started her
jewelry designing
Elegant Jewels necklace by Addie
business after she
retired from the
Federal Government. Addie studied Business Administration
and Criminal Justice before she was hired by the Federal
Government and served for 37. The visionary Addie came
up with a great idea to keep her mind active after retirement
and took jewelry-making classes in 2008. “I learned the basic
fundamentals of the craft and was set on the path of learning
how to design my own jewelry;” Addie told us about how she
started her jewelry design business. “I researched and studied
various types of stones and techniques. Designing came easy;
mixing stones, metals and crystals, creating unique and one
of a kind designs. As a jewelry aficionado, I was immediately
intrigued by this new-found hobby”. She further notes that
she started wearing her creations on a daily basis and became
filled with pride and emotions when people complimented her.
Soon after, admirers of Addie’s creations marveled over her
design and began to request customized orders.

fahari fashion
Over the years, Addie’s jewelry designs have become popular
and the number of clients rising from day to day. Fahari’s
Editor-in-Chief spoke to Addie.
Fahari: Addie, let us start with the name “Elegant Jewels by
Addie”. Why did you pick this name for your company?
Addie: Selecting a name for a business venture is like choosing
the name of one of your children; it has to be something
that is adorable, that fits the child and you can live with it
for the rest of your life. With that in mind, I was patient in
my contemplation for a divine intervention because I believe
that what I am doing has been ordained and sanctioned by my
Creator. When I thought about the word “Jewel”, all mankind
is a “Jewel” and elegantly-created. Therefore, my vision for a
name that would definitively describe my creations manifested
itself. I saw my designs as having an elegant but fancy touch
that could be adorned for all occasions and stunning enough to
catch the alluring attention of both women and men. It goes
without saying that women love the word “jewels” whether
diamonds, silver, gold or costume, so I put the two words
together to describe my ‘one of a kind’ designs and Elegant
Jewels by Addie was affirmed.
Fahari: Did you have plans to start a jewelry business,when
you decided to take jewelry design classes?
Addie: I have always been intrigued by fashion. To be able
to accessorize and personalize my look made me feel whole,
complete and creative with an individual style of my own.
Today’s fashion includes large pieces, boldness and color.
Therefore, I wanted to incorporate that special touch when I
began customizing jewelry to be shared with and worn by
others. Prior to becoming a jewelry fashion designer, I wore
all types of jewelry to include silver, gold and costume pieces
but I found it difficult to find affordable, unique yet elegant
jewelry to accent my wardrobe. But now my God-given talent
allows me to go into a quiet space and invite my creative juices
to flow, the finished product of which brings a huge sense of
accomplishment and joy. Every time I see someone with one
of my pieces on and the completeness that it defines to their
outfit, no matter how simple the attire, I just reach up to God
and say “Thank YOU”!
Fahari: Even though “Costume Jewelry” started to become
popular in the 20th century, its demand is rising from time to
time and it has become the preference of many. Have you
notice this?
Addie: Absolutely, I have seen a magnificent growth due to
the ever-increasing choice of fashionable products, different
styles, affordable cost and flashy designs. I believe that a lot
of women are wearing costume jewelry because they are not
confined. Additionally, women love to stand out and one of
a kind designs are huge conversation pieces. Undoubtedly,
costume jewelry has come full circle again and will continue
to intensify.

Necklace by Addie

Fahari: Among the various materials you use to design your
creations, any favorite materials that you often like to use?
Addie: What makes fashion designing so exciting and unique
is the mere fact that a lot of the materials are universal. When I
sit down and lay out individualized and unexploited pieces and
put them together just the right way, a creative masterpiece
joined by a beautiful clasp embodies an awesome design and
look. There are a couple of gemstones (Jasper and Agate) that
I love working with and mixing with crystal. When I infuse
Jasper and Agate and various other stones with crystal, it
essentially makes the design “pop”.
Fahari: I have seen some of your male jewelry necklaces.
What age group are your male customers? Is it only necklaces
that they desire or earrings and bracelets, as well?
Addie: Men want to be defined by their unique and individual
appearances the same as women. Although, I am finding that
the male clients that I have acquired are ranging from the thirty
(30) year age group and more seasoned, I am optimistic that
the interest might change and include others. My male clients
have mostly been interested in necklaces, but there have been
a few requests for bracelets.
Fahari: Afro-centric design is reflected on some of your
jewelry pieces. What is the beauty that you see on Afro-centric
pieces? How do you assess the demand for Afro-centric pieces
of your designs?
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Addie: I believe that the path to being successful is to be
diversified and not limit oneself. I have had the opportunity
to meet people from many walks of life and various ethnic
backgrounds, which have driven my skill,set to meet their
needs and desires. As to the Afro-centric aspect of my business,
the more my clients request Afro-centric designed pieces and
my work is physically displayed to the public, the greater the
demand. I love making designs that tell a story, have significant
meaning and generate positive conversation.

Fahari: Tell me your view about Fahari Magazine and our
effort to connect peoples of African descent ?
Addie: I believe Chase the Dream’s Fahari Magazine, through
information displayed in it, has met its goal in connecting
people of African descent. Fahari has provided awareness
and knowledge in areas of our history, fashion, beauty, music,
wellness, art, tradition and more that brings a greater connection
to the Afro-centric culture. I, personally, have gained a lot of
knowledge in many areas from reading your magazine.
A proud mother of one son, Nathaniel, Addie is making strides
in the jewelry-making business, encouraged and inspired by the
professional support her son provides her with by promoting
the business, as well as designing the website for Elegant
Jewels by Addie. As mentioned earlier, the demand for Addie’s
creations is rising from time to time and displayed at various
events and shows. Let us conclude our Fashion Column by
wishing Addie the best of all in her future endeavor.

Male necklace by Addie
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fahari our sisters’ voice

S

isters 4 Sisters Network, Inc. is a non-profit organization
launched in 2002 to provide a platform for women to
come together in a powerful networking environment
to share their visions and dreams with like-minded women.
S4SN, Inc. Strives to motivate women towards developing their
mind, body and spirit through social and spiritual collaboration
with each other. Started by 4 sisters, with Founder/President
Peggy Morris, S4SN,Inc. in the past 10 years, has outstretched
its tentacles, acceding to be a powerful networking group of
dynamic business and professional women with ever-soaring
membership presently reaching over 300 members, including
the founders of Chase the Dream and Fahari Magazine.
Fahari’s “Our Sisters’ Voice” column, therefore, aims at
introducing the “ladies” of S4SN, Inc. and provides a platform
where they can share their respective experiences in their
professional and personal life with Fahari’s readers.
S4SN, Inc, is an association that is the genuine expression of
many strong, dedicated firm mothers and sisters of diverse
professions and backgrounds. S4SN Inc. is presently poised
to commemorate its maiden anniversary celebration of its
inception.
Today we are delighted to present one of S4SN,Inc. members,
Renee Allen, a.k.a. Starlynn, a sister with a deep heart and
ever-brightening smile. Originally from New York, Renee
grew up in Connecticut. She confidently confided to us that
her childhood dream was to become a singer: “I remember as
a child, I would hop up on my parent’s bed and use my Mom’s
nail file as a microphone and sing to the mirror on top of the
dresser until she or my dad chased me out of their bedroom”,
Renee recalls. She gives credit to her Grandmother, Connie
who used to encourage her granddaughter to sing to her.
It is perhaps worth mentioning here that not everyone is
fortunate enough to match their dreams during childhood
with a profession later in their lives. Renee, however, landed
with perfect asymmetry to realize her dreams. Multi-ferrous
as her activities are, Renee is currently working for the US
Department of Agriculture as a management analyst and she
is also a great singer, creative artist, youth advocate, Emcee
and a writer.
She draws her inspiration to succeed from her parents, Leith
and Charlotte Fraser, who planted lots of positive seeds in
her as a young child and nurtured a strong foundation of basic
skills, love and integrity. An eloquent speaker, who serves as
Master of Ceremonies/Commentator for all occasions, Renee
claims that making an audience feel good always, gives her
a great sense of satisfaction. She told us that she developed

the interest for speaking while she was working at the YMCA
in Fairfield, Connecticut on a summer job as a counselor in
middle school. She remembers loving her Humanities class at
Roger Ludlowe High, where students would perform different
speaking activities in front of the class. She then went to
win the school election as the first black female ‘All School
Congress President’.
Renee is a 21-year veteran with the United States Navy &
United States Naval Reserves. She joined the Navy right after
completion of her high school education. As a child, who was
raised by parents who worked long hours, Renee was the one
starting dinner for her mother and had to assist her sisters until
their mother arrived home from work. Although her parents
worked a lot, there was very little money to spare. As she
became closer to graduating from high school, Renee was
thinking what her options were. In her Junior and Senior years,
the Navy visited their school several times and she started to
become more and more interested in what they offered. And
she decided to join the Navy to serve her country, see the
world and experience new things. She was selected to serve
on an elite group as a member of the Presidential Team at
Bethesda Naval Hospital as one of only three enlisted, along
with thirteen officers who worked with the White House and
Mayo Clinic for almost four years providing health care to
Presidents Ronald Reagan and George Bush, Sr.
After the military, Renee modeled for The Erickson Agency,
worked in the Cosmetics industry, as well as for Fannie Mae.
On weekends, she worked for Barbizon School of Modeling
in Maryland as a head instructor, where she taught young girls
about proper skin care and makeup applications, etiquette,
self-development and esteem.

Renee Allen
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Renee is in the final stage of penning her first book entitled,
“Young Ladies Can Cross Their Legs, Too”, which is
scheduled for release in the Fall of 2012. The book will cover
the critical essentials of etiquette and life skills for girls and
young women, especially in the inner cities.
A rising star in the community, Renee “Starlynn” Allen spends
a lot of time marinating her creative side these days. She
debuted her first single “Lord Help Me” in October 2010.
Renee was featured as one of the sixteen ‘Women of
Excellence’ by “Who’s Who in Black Washington, D.C.
A Lifetime member of Sisters4SistersNetwork, Inc., she is
also an active board member of Diamonds on a Mission, an
organization committed to providing resources and support to
youth, young adults and women.
A proud mother of one son, Chase Joseph, Renee “Starlynn”
Allen discussed her life and career with Fahari.
Fahari: Please tell us a little bit about your experience with
the U.S. Navy? What was your rank when you retired?
Renee: The Navy or military, in general is an excellent way to
transition from your parent’s home to the real world. It allowed
me to GROW UP fast, learn a profession, gain lifetime skills.
It was a priceless experience – one which I am deeply proud
of. I retired in 2004 as an E6 (Petty Officer First Class). I
would recommend this experience to anyone
for at least one tour (normally four years).
Fahari: The title of your upcoming book, “Young Ladies
Can Cross Their Legs, Too” sounds interesting. Is there any
particular reason you chose this title/ topic ?
Renee: I am a strong advocate of young women especially the
youth, because they are the future leaders, wives and mothers.
I taught at Barbizon Modeling School for almost 17 years and
when I had my son, Chase, I took leave of absence. I didn’t
return due to the time and commitment needed to raise a baby;
however, I kept thinking about the young ladies and the fact
that many of them were from middle class families. I started to
think of a way to get this information particularly to the inner
cities.
Fahari: You released a single in October, 2010. Is it your only
single? Any plans to work on a full music album?
Renee: Yes, my single “Lord Help Me” is the only song I have
released so far. I do have other songs in the pipeline;
however, I am currently completing my first book which is
taking up all of my little free time.
Fahari: A couple of years before she passed away, you’ve met
with Dr. Dorothy Heights, the late African-American educator,
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Renee modeling for Metamorphosis Fashion Show at Overdue Recognition Art Gallery

social activist and former President of the National Council of
Negro Women Doctor Dorothy Heights, who was 96 years
of age then, told you that she was still going after her dreams
and advised you to keep on going after yours, no matter what!!
How much have Doctor Height’s words impacted your life?
Renee: I have been to several events where the late Dr. Heights
attended or was recognized, but didn’t have the opportunity
to meet and talk with her until I attended the Leadership
Forum hosted annually by Wade Henderson, Esq. President
Leadership Conference on Civil and Human Rights. I went
up front with the intention to take a photo with Dr. Heights
and was happily surprised when she told me she has seen me
for years and did not know who I was. Also she held her hand
out for mine and the conversation began. I shared with her
many things; however, the most profound was that I wasn’t
sure if I was getting too old to continue to pursue some of my
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childhood dream being a mother and holding a high profile –
demanding job. Without a second delay, she stated that at the
age of 96, she was still going for her dreams. Those words
spoken to my essence! I have a photo of that evening and I
keep a copy of that photo in my bible at my bedside to remind
me to keep it moving, no matter what! It often seems as you
become older, your routine kicks in and somehow, you lose
what you truly want to do or become while dealing with life.
Fahari: You worked for the cosmetics industry and taught
young girls about proper skin care and make up applications.
What, in your opinion, is the importance of make up for a
woman? How do you feel about yourself with or without make
up on?
Renee: The cosmetic industry is a billion dollar industry!
The key to applying cosmetics is to do so according to the
atmosphere you are going to be a part of. Natural is always in;
however, if you’re going to a wedding or an event, you can
dress your face up just as you jazz up your attire! Make-up is
an extension of you. Your personality and taste! Too much of
anything is usually not good – and make up is no exception!
I do feel that make-up is an important part of a woman! I also
feel you should be comfortable in your skin – with or without
it! Just as you put on your favorite jewelry, dress, stiletto’s;
you want to put on your favorite or appropriate FACE…
There are days that I don’t apply any make-up and normally
I am home relaxing or at the pool. However, when I go OUT
and about….I want my make-up! It’s an essential part of the
whole package! Let me put it this way…”a picture looks good
without a frame, but once you put it in a frame it looks great!”
Fahari: You are a “Lifetime” member of S4SN. Would you
please tell Fahari’s readers what you benefited by joining
S4SN?

Renee: This is a great question and it is so close to my heart!!
We all have 24 hours to divvy out our time, efforts, love, work
and rest. I often came close to joining other organizations;
however, I always looked to the leadership to make my final
decision. Being a former military and coming from a close knit
family, I am loyal to a meaningful cause.
Sisters4Sisters, Network, Inc. is an awesome organization with
strong leaders. The President Peggy Morris, Vice President
Sharon Bullock, Secretary, Jacqueline Thompson and many
other committed S4SN women truly believe and tirelessly
work for the mission “Helping Women To Connect!” They
are also stepping out with men as well. S4SN partners with
strong men’s organizations, such as Men Aiming Higher,
the Greater Beltway Coalition the renowned motivational
speaker/author Willie Jolley and more.
Fahari: Chase the Dream and its voice Fahari Magazine are
committed to serve as a bridge to connect peoples of African
ancestry worldwide, urging them to express pride in their
ancestral background. What do you say about this endeavor?
Renee: It’s crucial that we, as Africans and African-Americans
take pride in our ancestry! We are a powerful people and in
my opinion, truly need to support one another a lot more! I
applaud Fahari Magazine for providing a platform to bridge
us together as well as all other leaders and organizations who
are striving to strengthen our community.
Indeed, as Renee has reiterated, it is equally our sincere belief
that all of us, peoples of African ancestry should forge our
solidarity to succeed. For, “Divided we perish and United we
ﬂourish! “must be our everyday motto. At this juncture the
founders of Fahari Magazine and the entire Chase the Dream
Team would like to commend S4SN Inc. for the exemplary
role of cohesion it has been exuding for the past decade. We
extend our heartfelt congratulations on their 10th Anniversary!!
We also thank Renee for the time we had with her and wish her
the best to realize all her dream.
www.wix.com/elegantjewels17/addies-designs

Thank you for reading Fahari. Please feel free to share your comments, feedback
or suggestion as well as any relevant information through our Email addresses:
thedreamchase@gmail.com or info@chasethedream-web.com
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